POVUM-A PEAK ORIENTED VU METER

SOUNDEX UNIMIXER REVIEW

AROUND THE STUDIOS: MARQUEE

INSIDE COMMAND

FIELD TRIAL: PHILIPS PRO 12

TEST TAPES IN SERVICING

A CASSETTE/SLIDE SYNCHRONISER
TELEFUNKEN
£600

BUT IT'S THE BEST

MAGNETOPHON M28A professional tape recorder by Telefunken, the company who made the world's first tape recorder.

- Three-motor tape transport at 3⅜ and 7½ ips ensuring maximum speed constancy.
- Fully comprehensive mixing facilities.
- Solid state electronics are used throughout. Modular construction ensures trouble-free maintenance and replacement of parts.
- Relay operated transport control operated by illuminated push buttons requiring only fingertip operation.

- Interchangeable head assembly comprising half-track, stereo, erase, record and playback heads, is mounted on a single rigid plate fixed to the main chassis. It is normally not necessary to replace or adjust heads during the normal life of the machine.
- Two channel monitoring and VU-meter amplifier can be switched to two modes. In the 'before-tape' mode the amplifier is connected to the output of the mixer, while in the 'off-tape' mode it is connected to the output of the replay amplifier. Two large VU-meters calibrated to International standard are provided.

Broadcast-studio versions Models 28B and 28C are provided with tape speeds of 15 and 7½ ips, but have no mixing or monitoring and VU-meter amplifier. Model 28B is equipped with full-track heads. Model 28C has two-track heads and track selector switch.

CONTACT: BRIAN ENGLISH
A.E.G. Telefunken, A.E.G. House, Chichester Rents, Chancery Lane, London WC2
Tel: 01-242 9944
Our new professional audio tapes, EMITAPE 815 and 825 have won the approval of broadcasting and recording studios after rigorous evaluation on a wide range of tape transport units. EMITAPE 815 is standard-play. EMITAPE 825, the long play version, is ideal for portable and low tension recorders. Both have a polyester base with a specially treated coating and a new formulation that results in low modulation noise. Other advantages are exceptionally good dynamic range and signal-to-print ratio.

EMITAPE quality is something you can prove to yourself now. If you are a professional recording engineer and haven’t heard our new tape, send us your name and we’ll send you a sample.

not just any tape - EMI TAPE

EMI TAPE LIMITED • HAYES • MIDDLESEX • Telephone: 01-573 3888
“The alternative to QUAD is not a colour television set but a seat in the concert hall”

QUAD
for the closest approach to the original sound
what do studios look for in a master tape recorder? the unhappy unitrack affair begs the question and suggests that, for morgan studios, sutton sound (almost), and the rolling stones, a long-standing good reputation didn't count for much. someone always has to be first to purchase from a new manufacturer, of course, and one must at least admire their confidence.

most engineers have preferences for one design or one manufacturer, though their desires are often deflected by long delivery dates towards more prolific companies. not that a delivery date can be considered a promise. one british manufacturer recently lost a customer by quoting six weeks delivery. the customer placed his order with another maker promising faster delivery: months later he was still waiting for his machine.

if any one manufacturer holds the lion's share of goodwill among engineers it is studer. the j37, despite its valves, its scissors and its apparently flimsy plastic pushbuttons, is still generally considered one of the finest recorders in production. its smaller companion, the a68, suffices for many institutions as a robust transportable unit, despite being dubiously tagged 'the big revox'. latterly the a80 with its swivelling deck and modular electronics—not to mention 25 ics, 77 transistors and 73 diodes in the transport control circuitry alone—has been developed for the multitrack market. the complex deck circuitry may attract engineers who derive pride from the sophistication of their equipment, but may repel the larger proportion insisting on plain reliability.

quality (of the measurable signal-handling kind) is important to the engineer though it takes fourth place behind three practical considerations: (1) is the delivery date convenient? (2) will the recorder seize up after a full day's use? and (3) how easily can it be lined up and serviced? none of these factors appears in the average specification. the figures that do appear are often suspect, traditionally so conservative that any machine actually meeting, but only just within, its spec would be considered useless. remember all the ±2 db margins quoted in our may 1970 survey of professional recorders? these against bandwidths which, after routine setting up, should be flat within 0.5 db. wow and flutter are too often front-of-reel figures, disguising the high end-of-reel wow present on many servoless tensioned supply turntable designs.

it is arguable that the studio automation so fervently advocated (by makers of automated systems) at the ibc will lead to an increase in maintenance problems over the next few years, rather than a simplification. one large london studio is boasting a 'replace it when it fails' philosophy which seems perfectly appropriate to automated systems in the present healthy state of the uk recording industry. when (or if) expansion eventually turns through saturation into contraction, the outmoded philosophy will present a few headaches for whoever has to service recalcitrant ics. the disreputable state of many disc cutting studios indicates an apathetic attetude to maintaining, let alone replacing, ageing equipment. ancient rumbling ampexes, switches that sometimes don't, racks of control equipment handed down from early film studios, and stark staring holes from where antedeluvian limiters have departed for a lisle street grave. such studios not only exist, they enjoy high reputations, perhaps because the cutting engineers restrain from smoking in front of their more valued customers. if the move to cassettes presents no other advantage, it may at least eliminate the poorer disc-cutting emporiums from the audio chain.
And how to stop it

First, measure it — on the Rank Studio Flutter Meter. The Type 1740 measures accurately the degree of Wow and Flutter on sound recorders and reproducers.
For more information write to:

RANK FILM EQUIPMENT
Rank Audio Visual Limited
P.O. Box 70
Great West Road
Brentford, Middx.
Tel 01-568 9222

the Most Comprehensively Equipped Studio in the Midlands

8-Track, 4-Track — MONO — STEREO for Professional Service
Studio and Mobile
16mm Film Recording - Dubbing & Editing Facilities - 16 & 35mm Projection

Hollick & Taylor Recording Company Ltd.
16 Grosvenor Road, Handsworth Wood,
Birmingham 20
Telephone: 021-356 4246

Masters produced for major labels
Demo Discs and Tapes

JACKFIELDS, JACKCORDS, PLUGS AND JACKS
XLR IN-LINE ATTENUATORS,
4mm BANANA PLUGS, TEST PROBES AND CLIPS BY HIRSCHMANN.

Write or phone for full details and prices:
FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
38 HEREFORD ROAD, LONDON W.2.
01 - 229 8054

High-speed Compact Cassette Copying
Runs from 25 upwards
Fraser Peacock Associates Ltd.
84 High Street, Wimbledon Village, London SW19
01-947 2233 sole UK distributors of Infotronics
RCA DEVELOP CAMERA TUBE WITH MEMORY
A SLOW-ACTION television camera tube has been
developed by RCA. A still picture can be held
as long as a month before read-out, or
relayed at rates of up to 200 different frames
per minute. A silicon wafer vidicon target
some 25 mm in diameter is isolated into
600 000 photosensitive diodes. A silicon
dioxide lattice is coated on the target to
achieve this isolation. The target is initially
scanned with a high voltage electron beam to
erase the previous picture. The new picture
is then placed on the target by conventional
scanning. Repeated lower voltage scanning
builds up the electron charge to store the
picture. A light bulb outside the tube illumina-
tes the target on read-out, which involves
still lower voltage electron scan. The current
flowing through each diode during read-out
is dependent on the charge recorded at each
point. A stored picture may be screened for
several minutes before the read beam gradu-
ally erases the picture.

AUDIO AND VIDEO RENTALS
CLOSED CIRCUIT television and videotape
equipment is being offered for hire by Audio
& Video Rentals Ltd, 27 to 29 Whitfield
Street, London W1E 4Q7. Hire contracts
can be arranged to cover periods from one
day to a maximum of three years, daily charge
decreasing for long hire terms. Long term
charges are assessed on a basic costing of
4.5% of capital expenditure per month (three
year contract). Pulse generators, distribution
amplifiers, vision mixers, effects generators,
sound equipment and microwave links are
available in addition to helical and quad-
ruplex VTRs. If required, a full television
studio may be hired.

LOW PRICE LA
EMI ARE NOW OFFERING THEIR LA BATTERY TAPE
RECORdER FOR £59. PREVIOUSLY RESTRICTED TO THE
SCIENTIFIC and INDUSTRIAL MARKET, IT IS NOW
AVAILABLE TO ANY INTERESTED PURCHASER. THE
LA, WHICH HAS NOW CEASED PRODUCTION, OPER-
ATES AT 19 and 9.5 cm/s and INCLUDES TWO
MICROPHONE INPUTS, LINE IN AND LINE OUT
SOCKETS, AB MONITORING and HF BIAS. FULL,
HALF-TRACK and PILOT SYNC MODELS MAY BE
ORDERED. DETAILS FROM EMI ELECTRONICS LTD,
HAYES, MIDDLESEX.
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, IRELAND, FRANCE, BELGIUM, HOLLAND, GERMANY, ITALY, GREECE, AMERICA, SOUTH AFRICA, AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND

IN STUDIOS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD YOU WILL FIND

"Astronic"

AUDIO RESPONSE CONTROL UNITS TYPE A1671

The MKII version now available embodies complete printed circuit board construction of main unit improved control panel and changes in switch design.

Send for full details from ASTRONIC LTD.
DALSTON GARDENS, STANMORE, MIDDLESEX, HA7 IBL
Grams. Astronic Stanmore
Phone: 01-204-2125

SPECIFICATION:

INPUTS:
12 input channels each having 400 ohm microphone input, switched attenuator and 10k ohm line input. 2 echo return channels.

EQUALISATION:
All input channels have Baxandall H.F. and L.F. controls, H.F. and L.L. pass filters, and presence lift of up to 10 db at 150, 300 and 600 Hz. 2, 3, 5 and 8kHz.

GAINS:
Maximum gain of unit in standard form 80 db.

NOISE:
Microphone input unit with all equalisers set flat, better than -125 db.

OUTPUT and DISTORTION:
Maximum output +20 dBm. Distortion 0.005%.

MONITORING:
Built-in 20w per channel stereo amplifiers. 4 PPMs and PPM for echo send.

COMPRESSOR/ LIMITERS:
4 Compressor limiter amplifiers provided, may be inserted in any group or channel.

OUTPUTS:
4 Groups 600 ohm Balanced
2 Echo send 600 ohm Balanced
2 Fold-back 600 ohm Unbalanced
2 Monitor Speakers 8 or 15 ohm
1 Talk Back Speaker 8 or 15 ohm

FADERS:
All faders are Penny & Giles slide type.

TALK-BACK:
Built-in microphone and talk-back amplifier.

ROUTING:
By unique matrix system.

PRICES AND DETAILS ON REQUEST TO

AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS, HALL LANE, WALSALL WOOD, STAFFS.
of the AES. Student membership is open to those who are studying allied subjects to audio engineering at a recognised college or institution, and carries the same restrictions as Associate membership, although the student may serve on local student committees. Students are given a preferential annual subscription of $6. Associates pay $10 and full members $12.50.

For some time several British members of the AES have been planning, with the co-operation of the main body in the States, to open a British Branch. A limited company has been formed, known as Audio Engineering Society Ltd, which will control the finances of the British Branch. It exists purely as a means for subscriptions to be collected in Britain and paid en bloc to the US each year.

A business meeting was held on September 29 at EMI House in Manchester Square, London, where the Articles of Association were explained and slightly modified to suit the situation in Britain. A committee was elected and Percy Wilson has been asked to be Chairman. John Borwick, technical editor of The Gramophone, was elected Secretary and John Gilbert, head of the Telecommunications Department at London's Northern Polytechnic, was elected Vice Chairman. Sufficient committee members were elected to ensure a quorum of five, so three members will hold office for one year and three for two years. Those elected to date are John Mauder, James Moir and Rex Baldock, one year; Donald Aldous, Raymond Cook and Norman Levers, two years.

It was suggested that the Society might arrange visits to research establishments and manufacturers connected with audio engineering.

The audience at this inaugural meeting included some of the best known personalities in the audio world, and many manufacturers present stated that they would give financial support to the new branch. The membership fee of about $5s. per annum will entitle members to attend meetings and also to receive the American Journal which is now being published monthly. Membership forms and details are available from John Borwick, 47 Wattendon Road, Kenley, Surrey.

CRAGHALL INSTALL 16-CHANNEL NEVE A 16-CHANNEL four output group mixing console has been installed at Craghall Studios in Edinburgh by Rupert Neve & Co. With Studer and Ampex tape equipment plus a four-track recording van Craghall claim to be, and intend to remain, the best equipped studio north of the Tyne. Dennis Chapman (left) of Neve is pictured discussing the installation with studio manager Robert Sibbald.

Mr. Middleton is no slouch at the art of communication. I feel sure our own Gordon King would not be insulted by a comparison. One of the elite of full-time writers on electronics, with a pretty comprehensively furnished laboratory for his den (just like Gordon) and with an unending passion for detail, RGM has a pack of good books to his credit.

After the inevitable foreword from W. Oliver, which includes a useful bit of drum-beating for Heathkits, we find Mr. Middleton commencing his preface with the suggestion that servicing tape recorders may be a substantial source of supplementary income. I could tell him that there is more to it than knowing how the blighters work. If one is to cost one's time economically, the vital need is for specific information. Circuits and a few drawings and photographs of mechanical layouts are worth a wealth of heady prose.

Nevertheless, the information we are given is valid and interesting. Commencing with a chapter on general principles that leans heavily toward a better understanding of magnetism, and spends a good while talking about HF bias and tape modulation, with adequate illustrations, Mr. Middleton tries to cover the whole field in one leap.

Chapter Two is headed 'Preventive Maintenance and Evaluation' and deals with tools and test gear and a few brief checks. There is one error where an exploded diagram of clutches is captioned 'Typical brake assembly' and his list of 'basic requirements' for a tape transport falls far short of, for example, Paul Spring's list (Grundig) or for that matter, our own.

Chapter Three, on 'Adjustments and Minor Repairs', is exactly the sort of information the 'home mechanic' wants to know and a lot of the test gear techniques are practical—obviously the work of a chap who has gone through the mill himself. Similarly, the next chapter which concentrates on the transport, has a lot of horse sense about it. But it annoys me to see parts lists and layout photos of tape recorders printed with nowhere a mention of their make and model.

Chapters Five and Six deal with recording and replay troubles separately and in the latter we find another statement with which we might argue. Underlining the need for a loudspeaker substitute, RGM says: 'It is possible for an amplifier to be seriously damaged if operated without a load. This is especially true of solid-state amplifiers.'

The final chapter is an unusual but welcome one headed 'Recorder Test Equipment Troubles'. Here we have not only good advice on the limitations and choice of specific equipment for the job but also a few hints on its use and maintenance. Full marks.

Although I cannot go all the way with the blurb-writer who says this will be an invaluable reference for the workshop, I must applaud Mr. Middleton's motives in writing it. Well aware of the labour it involves and glad that it covers slightly different country than my own, soon to appear! I can heartily recommend this book to the amateur tape recorder enthusiast interested not only in what the machine can do but also a few reasons why. All very readable and without any serious blunders. Typical Middleton, in fact: HWH
IN 1964, the Marquee Jazz Club moved from Oxford Street to Wardour Street. The new premises were much larger and left ample room for a recording studio.

The studio, entered from Richmond Mews (off Dean Street), started in a modest way. Like most studios in those days, Marquee provided only mono facilities. They initially concentrated on making demonstration discs, although the great success of the Moody Blues' first single Go Now proved the studio's ability to produce first-rate recordings. By 1966 the recording industry was expanding and Marquee went four track. The control room was very small, and monitoring was provided by two speakers, each fed by a 12 W amplifier. The studio itself was unimpressive, with chicken wire and padding on the walls, but this state of affairs did not last long. Redecorations were carried out the following year and new equipment installed, including a more comprehensive mixing desk. After this, the business flourished and in the spring of 1969 an eight track Ampex recorder was purchased. Since then, the studio has been extremely busy recording such people as Johnny Dankworth, Cleo Laine, Francoise Hardy, Manfred Mann, then the studio has been extremely busy recording such people as Johnny Dankworth, Cleo Laine, Francoise Hardy, Manfred Mann, Moore. With the aid of producer Barry Fantoni, William Rushlon, and others from Private Eye, that magazine's Christmas record was eventually taped. It is a pity the end

After the session, I talked to Gerry Collins about the studio and the equipment they now have. I first asked him about the mixing desk:

K.W. I notice you use VU meters on the desk. Any particular reason against PPMs?

G.C. All our engineers have been used to working with VUs so we stuck to them, but we are going to incorporate two PPMs. They are projection display units which will be mounted on the wall some distance from the desk.

K.W. What sort of monitoring amplifiers do you use?

G.C. We're just changing over actually, to Spector Sonics.

K.W. From what did you change, and why?

G.C. We've changed from 50 W Quadra. Instead of feeding one amplifier into a crossover unit in the speaker, we are going to use two amplifiers. All the bass signals will be sent to one amplifier, and will be fed to the bass section of the speaker. There will be a completely separate amplifier for the middle and top range.

K.W. Is this to prevent intermodulation distortion?

G.C. Yes. You can go further and use three amplifiers but I don't think there would be much more improvement.

K.W. What speakers will these amplifiers feed?

G.C. The new J.B. Lancing. They've just started being imported into this country and we've just installed them. We also have our old Fairchild. In addition we have two equaliser-limiters which were built for us with features from several existing units. We are also adding two Audio & Design limiters.

K.W. I see you prefer to keep the tape machines out of the control room?

G.C. Yes. This is to keep distractions away from the control area. We're also putting in a complete remote control system for the rare event of having no tape operator. You can punch up any combination of machines, then press the final button, and the whole thing comes into action. These buttons are situated on the control desk in a separate remote box. The system was designed by Roger Pharao, our technical chief.

K.W. What recorders do you use at the moment?

G.C. There's a basic housing two A62 Studers plus one four track Ampex. Our main recorder is an Ampex MM-1000. This is used as a dual purpose machine covering us for 16 track and eight track work. It is also adaptable to 24 track should that become necessary. With all Ampex equipment now you can build a mono machine up to a maximum of four tracks and, with the MM-1000, you can go from eight right up to 24.

K.W. What do you use your Dolleys—all the time?
G.C. Yes, unless the client particularly doesn't want them to be used. We've got nine A301 units—two noise reduction systems in each.

K.W. Presumably most of the work you do here is pop?

G.C. Yes, like any studio, but this encompasses small groups right up to 35-piece orchestras. We've just finished doing an LP for Byg Records of France featuring the group Alice. We did quite a lot of work on the Tremeloes' last single as well. We've just done two Disco-5 from the club, and we've got another coming up very soon for Tangerine Peel. We are also going to do a 16-track session live from the club for the Small Faces. We do other things, for example this Private Eye record.

K.W. What microphones were you using on this session?

G.C. For piano a Neumann 87 and a 4038 ribbon. On the organ there was an AKG D190 for the top and another AKG, a C18A for the bass. We didn't use a microphone for the rhythm guitar—it was injected directly into the mixer. For the vocals we had a Cairec capacitor microphone over the piano, and an AKG D85 over the organ. The other microphone used for vocal was a Neumann 67.

The hourly charges at Marquee are as follows:

*16 track recording:* £26 Reduction: £20
*Eight track:* £23 Reduction: £16
*Four track:* £18 Reduction: £12
*Stereo:* £15 Editing, dubbing
*Mono:* £12 and playback: £3.

---

Top left: Four-channel Ampex and two A62 Studers.

Bottom left: Ampex MM-1000 and Dolby.

Top centre: STC 4038 ribbon on electronic organ.

Top right: Peter Cook and John Wells using Neumann U87.

Bottom right: Close-up of MM-1000 headblock.
5 good reasons to use an Ampex MM-1000 recorder.

1. **It's expandable.**
   Our 8-channel MM-1000 Master Recorder costs only moderately more than other 8-channel recorders. But with the MM-1000 you can readily expand to 16 or 24 channels. Add-on 'kits' enable you to add channels as you need them. Or you can buy the MM-1000—16 or 24 channels completely checked out and ready-to-go.

2. **It's designed to handle wide tape.**
   The MM-1000 tape transport is designed to handle 1" and 2" tape. It's the same transport that's now in use on over 3000 Ampex video tape recorders. When you go from 1" and 2" tape, you just change the tape guides and the plug-in head assembly. Let's you quickly change from 1" for 8-channels to 2" for 16 or 24 channels.

3. **It's versatile.**

4. **It's promotable.**
   "New Generation" recording capability is built into the MM-1000. The new groups demand this capability and record at the studios that offer it. The MM-1000 is capturing the imagination of these groups, and challenging their creativity. With the MM-1000 you'll have a promotable edge over studios with past generation equipment.

5. **Its applications are totally unrestricted.**
   The wide range of applications for the MM-1000 mean its cost is amortized over a very short time. The MM-1000 may typically be used for pop music recording, master Classic recordings, multi-language synchronised with videotape recordings, multichannel sound source for film transcriptions, or simply as a 'soul mate' in the search for innovation in music.

---

For further information on the Ampex MM-1000 recorder, send this coupon today.

Name
Company
Address

Ampex Great Britain Ltd.,
72 Berkeley Avenue, Reading, Berkshire.
Tel: 844111
FOR those who would prefer a PPM to a VU meter but cannot afford their taste, this circuit may be the answer. The object of metering is to know the peak voltage being sent down the line and on to the tape. As only the maximum peak is of crucial interest, it is not essential that the meter be logarithmic. This meter utilises the scale of a VU but registers both positive and negative peaks with the attack and decay associated with a PPM.

I developed this circuit to use in an eight channel four group mixer I have built and all four meters have functioned for more than a year without trouble of any kind. They are in use nearly every day and their sensitivity and calibration have not drifted at all.

A 5eiv VU meter is used but must be modified as follows. The clear plastic front cover is prized off very carefully. It is a push fit and can easily crack.

I learned the hard way—one of my four did crack. Having done this, the screws that hold the movement in the case must then be removed. They are sealed with a soft white material and located on the back of the case next to the terminals. This allows the movement to be withdrawn. A diode can now be seen in series with the movement, and a resistor across the terminals. These have to be extracted and the movement resoldered directly to the terminals. This has the effect of increasing the current sensitivity and over-coming the diode’s non-linear characteristic which is duplicated in the circuit.

The transistor is merely an emitter-follower presenting a bridging impedance to the line and a very low AC charge path to the following circuitry. Virtually any high-gain device capable of peak collector currents up to 100 mA peak can be used. I hasten to add that the circuit takes only about 5.5 mA and that these peak currents come from the 100 μF capacitor, C1, across the supply. For this reason, C1 should be close to the transistor and diodes or clicks may be induced in the supply.

R4 provides a DC leakage path for the coupling capacitor C3 and thus prevents a static reading building up on the meter. The four diodes form a full-wave bridge rectifier so that the meter equally registers negative and positive peaks. This, via R5, charges the storage capacitor C4. The value of R5 is so chosen as not to impede the natural attack time of the meter and to restrict the peak current through the transistor to a safe limit. R6 determines, together with the internal resistance of the meter, the decay time and also the sensitivity. The 27 K value shown gives a sensitivity of nearly +8 dBm for a 0 VU 100% reading, and thus corresponds to a PPM reading of 6. If an absolute calibration is required, a 50 K skeleton preset could be substituted for R6 and then adjusted on test.

The VU scale of decibels is accurate and can be relied upon to remain so. As can be seen, there is no ‘set zero’ to drift and the circuit is even independent of supply fluctuations. All in all, this is a reliable and stable unit that needs no setting up or adjustment and which, above all, is cheap and easy to build.
AKAI has again developed a world’s first. It’s the GLASS and X’tal (crystal) FERRITE HEAD. We call it the GX-Head. The core of this head is made of pure crystal ferrite, and the inner circumference of the head shield is mounted and set in glass. The GX-Head is “dust free”. Thus, sound quality is not affected by magnetic tape dust even under hot and humid conditions. It’s “wear free” and guaranteed for over 150,000 hours of use. It incorporates AKAI’s unique “focused field” recording system which completely eliminates distortion in recording/playback of high frequency signals. This revolutionary head is incorporated in our GX-365 Stereo Tape Recorder which also features automatic continuous reverse, automatic volume control, magnetic brake, and 3 motors.

Audio & Video

AKAI
AKAI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Ohta-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Rank Aldis-Audio Products, Rank Audio Visual Ltd: P.O. Box 70, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex Tel: 01 568-9222
OFTEN one becomes so involved with the technicalities and complexities of recording and reproduction, of building and buying equipment that comes a step closer to the original sound—or the sound one thinks should have been the original—that one forgets why one bought that first simple and subsequently unsatisfying tape recorder: to record music, to record live performances in which one was participating or in which friends and relatives were taking part. Recordings, in all their idiosyncracies, develop alongside and away from the music that brought it to one's notice. It may even get to the stage of taking precedence over the older art. A sad reflection but so often true.

I do not intend to dwell on this sorry state of affairs. Instead I propose to look at tape as a tool for the musician, a tool that is required to be near perfection but which is displaced when the performance is ready to take over. Perhaps the market research departments of one or two reputable manufacturers might read on to see whether there is not a market for a simple, high quality machine at reasonable price for those to whom tape is a tool, not a god.

From time to time I get letters or personal enquiries from friends as to the best machine for their purposes. One of these, about a year ago, came from a young music student at the Guildhall School of Music, doing double first studies in piano and singing. She had realised how invaluable tape could be in developing her performances and technique, as well as being a medium to record live and broadcast performances. She had also realised, from listening to friends' machines, just how unsatisfactory most of them were for the purpose for which they had been bought, despite the oily assurances of the salesman, the winning claims of the glossy coloured brochures, the superlatives of the copy writers, and the glib suggestions of the instruction book. Contrary to the claims of the copy writers, a £30 domestic recorder will not turn you into an artist of international calibre in a fortnight. Nor will a machine costing £300. There is no substitute for hard work and good teachers. But a good machine can be a great help, it can illustrate and clarify points, can show up flaws to which the performer's ear is not tuned. It can also be a great help in broadening one's repertoire and knowledge of works.

Piano rehearsals

So to the particular requirements in this student's case. The machine was to be used to record piano, both during performances and more particularly in rehearsal, to help with phrasing, the application of technique, to show up unevenness and to help in producing a unified performance. One's ear compensates, with the help of one's brain and the 'inner performance', for the deficiencies in what one hears oneself playing. After a concert performance, a tape recording is a far better basis for a constructive post mortem than any self-appointed critic.

The second use of the machine was as a means of helping correct voice production, good phrasing and intonation, showing up unhappy passages and showing how well others are coming off, comparing interpretations and speeds (so often one feels one speed when singing and quite another when listening), and gauging the development of the voice and depth of interpretation over a period of time—an audio scrapbook. Taken to a music lesson, it is also an automatic notebook that will repeat points brought out by the teacher during a performance.

The third use of the machine was as a take accompanist. When learning an unfamiliar or particularly tricky piece, it is enormously valuable, as a time saver, to hear other people's performances and, on the other hand, to have an electronic accompaniment on tap without trying the patience and good nature of a live accompanist. It is far happier to meet one's accompanist with a piece firmly learned and then go on jointly to produce a free performance, than to bash away from square one together when neither knows the piece well enough to begin interpreting.

So the machine was required to record piano and female voice—perhaps two of the hardest things to tape well. It had also to reproduce them satisfactorily, with all that implies in the reproducing chain. Above all, the machine had to be used by someone a music student first and last, with little technical knowledge and no wish to spend more than the barest minimum of time on the mechanics of recording. The following specification was drawn up:

1. Should be able to record on one channel, relay that channel while recording on a second, and be capable of replaying the second without, and possibly also with, the first track.
2. The quality in terms of hiss, distortion, dropout and frequency response should be beyond reproach.
3. The wow and flutter should be negligible at one speed at least—nothing is more irritating than a wowing piano. It is hopeless listening for undue vibrato or roughness in the voice when a cheap machine is wheezing all over the place.
4. To eliminate unnecessary and tedious connections, the machine should have built-in power amplifier(s) and speaker(s), ideally two.
5. The machine should be fairly small and light, to enable it to be easily carried.

There was one more requirement, alas all too common. It should be cheap, under £60 with one decent mike and a reel of good tape. I hear you laugh? After six months I began to wish I'd kept my mouth shut, particularly as an important examination loomed up and one by one items of my own equipment migrated. Most dealers who know me were polite and decided I was just a little farther off the rails than usual; some politely said they'd keep their eyes open. Others just took a tea break when I entered their shop, or were permanently away on business when I phoned. It had to be secondhand—I defy you to find a machine that would really meet that spec new under £60.

So we took to scouring the second-hand equipment columns of the audio journals, Exchange & Mart, and the like. Many a frustrating dash to farthest extremes of London and the home counties found an 'as new' machine that turned out to be the first of a series of 12 made over a period of 15 years or more, the capstan rusty and slow, wobbling at least 10% RMS, the frequency response and background comparable with a GPO local line (somewhat, in Berkshire, trunk lines are much better than those to the nearest town or village). Many, many such trips. We revised specs, tried compromises, but to no avail.

Curiously reluctant

A Revox 750 would have done—except that it is a bit heavy to carry about, to and from college, even if you do use a trolley about the house—and owners seem curiously reluctant to part with them for enough under £60. A Bang & Olufsen would have been nice enough if anyone would part with a working one, though it was a little bigger than ideal. Nagras and Uher 4000s come a bit expensive, even second-hand, and one could hardly call the internal facilities adequate for serious listening. I did waste one evening hovering hopelessly over a £20 FiCord 299. Okay, I should have known better, but by then I was desperate! Its owner coaxed it into life and gave a convincing demonstration of how badly a machine can deteriorate: it sounded worse than those £5 jobs at Woolworths. Ferrographs and Brennells were too heavy, though one can get them within the price range. No, the only ideal machine seemed to be a Tandberg, and the only real possibility within the price range, one of the good old Series I machines. Tried getting one?
I did eventually. I was away for the weekend, tired after a long drive and settling down to a pleasant meal when I was passed the local evening paper. There, tucked away between gyevers and prams, was a Tandberg 7. Some 20 minutes later, my meal still warm (just) I had signed away £40 and had a mint condition 4-track machine with me. I would have preferred a 4-track version but at the price did not hesitate. When it's out of use for a week or so I shall fit 2/2 track heads. Until then, it's doing a grand job.

The stereo Tandberg met the bill perfectly. It is compact and, in a small carrying case, easily and safely transported. Quality through its internal speakers is quite pleasing and, if available, external speakers can be plugged in or the machine connected to external power amplifiers. Simple selector switches, spring-biased to play, select record and amplifier conditions for the two channels. A separate single switch routes the two speakers to Channel One, Two and Stereo, both channels connected to internal plus external speakers, or both channels connected to external speakers (muted if they are not connected). Twin peak-reading magic eyes are provided (much easier to use than VUs when one’s attention is mainly on the music) and the joy-stick controlled tape transport is simple to use and kind to tape. One sometimes hears of oxide rubbing off at the erase head and in the guides, but routine cleaning overcomes this. There is a simple and effective locking pause control which enables the capstan to get up to speed before record or play starts. At 19 cm/s, the overall frequency response, with correct tape and bias setting, would do credit to many professional and semi-professional masses of hardware. Wow and flutter are low if the mechanism is kept clean. The automatic stop has been suddenly and being more a nuisance than a help. The mirror finish on the heads makes for good contact without wear, and has made me take back much that I have said about 4-track recording. I would still prefer 2/2 track, but the machine is remarkably good.

My machine is not the only one that would do, if a little more money were available. The Revox A77 with built-in amplifiers and speakers would be my ideal choice, but as a smaller machine one of the Chilton or current Tandbergs would fit the bill.

As microphone we chose a Film Industries MS ribbon with matching transformer, which provides excellent performance for about £12 total, or a little less for a high-impedance-only mike. A music stand plus adaptor usually doubles as a mike stand, and about 15 m of cable seems to be a useful length.

As others hear

A short time ago we received a letter from a reader asking for advice which, although only indirectly concerned with tape recorders, illustrated some of the dangers in using modern electronic aids. He too was a singer, and was concerned with the problem of hearing himself as others hear him, rather than that very different sound of one’s own voice coloured by head resonances and all sorts of psychological factors. He did a certain amount of singing myself and know exactly what he means. Most people have been surprised at the sound of their recorded voice the first time it is reproduced and have never quite gets over the shock! A piano changes character as you move back from the piano stool and round to the side facing the audience. Recording organs, I have often found that the instrumentalist has heard the replay of the first take, will go back and re-register. How many organists consider the very different sound mixture reaching the audience, compared with that at the console? But to return to the letter: the reader wondered about using a microphone, amplifier and headphones to give him the sound as the audience would hear. There are of course several snags. Whatever level one puts through the earphones, one would hear a mixture of direct and indirect sound with added coloration from the transducers. Also, fed at high level, the sound would be much fuller in tone than the audience would ever hear, and this in itself would be a deception, probably an unjustified flatness. Going back on stage without the phones would be very discouraging! At a level where the sound transmitted through the head becomes negligible, there would probably be danger of suffering damage from the signal fed by the phones. I am pretty sure he would have been wasting his time with the system he outlined, and in danger of harming his voice, his ears and his confidence.

The problem of applying what the music student is taught while away from the teacher’s supervision is a very real one. No electronic aid is a substitute for proper training and coaching. A good tape recorder, microphone (ribbon or capacitor) and speakers (Quad electrostatic, KEF Concord or Goodmans Maxim) plus decent external power amplifier if necessary (beware too much use of the tone controls) will, with the proper tape, give a fair idea of what one sounded like, after singing, and this can be invaluable to the musician.

A single-channel recorder may encourage one to produce a quality one likes at first hearing but which is not essentially one’s true voice, just as too much listening to commercial records (and particularly singing with them) can do. A tenor, for instance, may be thrilled by the effect of carrying his chest and register up to very high notes instead of letting them float easily—he already sees himself in Wagner roles—but with this kind of treatment his voice is unlikely to last long in its prime. He may be initially discouraged by the smaller sound be produces singing up there properly—but that is the quality he must nurture until it is as thrilling and exhilarating as the other, because that is the quality he can go on singing with for years without literally wearing out his voice in a short space of time. One danger we have found is that the student, having once got over singing or playing in front of a microphone, may end up by singing to the microphone, even when it is not there, causing an unnatural inhibition and restraint on the voice. The microphone, a metre or two away, is not in the background, and the audience much farther away is disregarded even when the mike is left at home. It is no good practising with the mike farther away as this usually raises reverberation problems and the like: it is just a new factor that has to be recognised and overcome. In the same way, so many choirs sing to their conductor—and don’t the audience know it! Put a microphone in front of most choirs at a recording session and, because they live off this sort of thing, the whole tone becomes more intimate and introverted, with people singing to the mike and not to the imaginary audience beyond. The quality can be amazingly different—particularly if they adopt the traditionally miserable ‘microphone face’ that afflicts such self-conscious singers.

The only answer is often to have a small body of suitably silent friends and relations of the choir as an ‘audience’ half way down the hall, and put up with one or two inevitable retakes because of audience noises. Miserable faces sound miserable, and no electronic controls can compensate.

Stereo separation

Talking of choirs, the tape recorder can be invaluable to a conductor, both in recording concerts for study afterwards and during rehearsal. Stereo is essential, giving some separation of the voices (or instruments if it is an orchestra), and the equipment needs to be of very high quality, installed and operated with the minimum of fuss unless it happens to be a professional recording. Normal recordings of concerts and playback, after or during rehearsal, I would suggest something along the lines of the following:

(1) A single stereo mike. Being practical, this means almost certainly either the Lustraphone or B & O ribbons. Pairs of others can be used, but it is complicating things; most integrated moving-coil stereo mikes are just not good enough and a stereo capacitor is beyond most student musicians.

(2) A single long lead, avoiding matching transformers if possible.

(3) A high quality tape recorder, taking large enough spools to allow long runs at 19 cm/s at least, silent running in case it has to be used near the choir, with built-in power amps and preferably monitor speakers as well for the convenience when extension speakers get left behind.

(4) A pair of small and reasonably sensitive loudspeakers, something like the Wharfedale Denton which are a little more sensitive than the Maxim without being too large to carry around easily.

(5) A mike stand. (6) Decent tape—the brand for which the machine is adjusted. It’s amazing how often a potentially excellent recording is ruined by being done on a 15 bob reel of reject acetate, just because someone told the person concerned that all tapes are alike!

Quite apart from being a tool in improving performance and a means of capturing past performances, tape can be helpful as a publicity medium. Many amateur and semi-professional choirs send recordings round casually to an influential member of a music society to get the chance of a booking, and in the same way a recording of highlights from a season’s performances can be useful ammunition in angling for a broadcast or when approaching a record company. Finally, even the most cooperative, a tape of the year’s best performances often makes a very acceptable private-release fund-raising disc for the choir to sell to members, friends and relations, and provides an annual record of achievements. Which perhaps brings us full circle.
E VER since I was old enough to own a cheque book, I have paid bills and purchased things with it and have never been questioned or refused. In turn I have always taken other people's cheques but now, I am afraid, no more.

Some time ago I advertised a Ferrograph 704 for £165 in the Exchange & Mart and on the Thursday received a telephone call from a man who said his name was Ford; could he call to see the recorder on Friday during the day? We made an appointment for 10.30 a.m. At that time I had another call from a man who said that he was telephoning on behalf of Mr Ford who had some unexpected overseas visitors and had been up all night. Mr Ford was having a couple of hours sleep before going to the conference room that afternoon and could his appointment with me be moved to 4 p.m. Sunday? I agreed and, at 4.30 p.m. on the Sunday, two men arrived in a chauffeur driven Humber.

One who introduced himself as Mr Ford was about 5 feet 6 inches in height [167 cm if we do our job—Ed.] with black hair and sharp angular features. He was slim, wore a smart blue suit and spoke with a cultured accent. His companion was about the same age but taller, perhaps 5 feet 10 inches, heavily built and with lighter hair. He wore a brown tweed sports jacket, brown suede shoes, sports shirt and brightly coloured tie in rather bad taste; he also spoke with a cultured accent. A friend of mine was visiting me at the time and the four of us had tea together, after which I demonstrated the recorder.

We agreed on a price of £174 10s for the recorder and some matching transformers and I agreed to give advice if necessary on how to use it in conjunction with Mr Ford's Sansui and Wharfedale equipment. I accepted Ford's cheque and wrote his 'address' on the back. I then helped load the recorder into the luggage boot of the Humber and it was driven off.

Three hours later I had a telephone call from the chauffeur asking if I could give him any information regarding Mr Ford's companion. It seems he had driven them to a London rail terminal where Ford had left with the recorder, then took the other man to a London hotel, where he was asked to wait 15 minutes.

Seeing no sign of the man after a couple of hours, he made enquiries at the hotel, and also at the hotel from which he had earlier collected Ford—neither man was known.

As I could not offer any further information, I suggested to the chauffeur that he ring back in 10 minutes; meanwhile I would try to contact Ford at his home. I obtained the number from Directory Enquiries but could get no reply. The chauffeur phoned again and said that if I wanted to help I could contact him at one of two telephone numbers. He also told me the name of the firm for which he worked. I telephoned the office of the firm and asked if they could give me any information about Ford. I was told that, the law of libel being what it is, nothing could be said over the telephone except that they would be starting their own enquiries on Monday. I telephoned the police at Scotland Yard and was put through to the information room. They told me that no action could be taken as, until the cheque bounced, we had no proof that an offence had been committed. This was fair enough, but I still felt I ought to try to make sure.

I telephoned the police at Ford's claimed home town and asked if the name on the cheque was real or fictitious. I was informed that Mr Ford did indeed live at that address, was a highly respected citizen, but was out of town for a month. When I told them of the driver's experience, I was passed to another officer. He informed me that Mr Ford's house had been burgled and, among the things stolen had been a cheque book. I was asked to describe the man who had called himself Ford. It transpired that he was nothing like the real Mr Ford and that the cheque I had was one of the stolen ones.

It seemed to me that the fictitious Ford had either taken the recorder to the town he claimed to live in, as the break-in there might have been a local job, or more likely would have deposited it in one of the left station luggage lockers, to collect it on Monday morning and sell to one of the secondhand shops in the neighbourhood. If the latter was the case, a search of the lockers would find the recorder, and a watch kept on it would catch the thief on his return to collect it. I telephoned Scotland Yard again and was told by someone in the information room that they had other things to do than look for stolen tape recorders. I then telephoned the relevant station master and was put through to a gentleman who sounded like an aged porter; he said it was all very confusing as it might be parcels or lost property or police or anything but he would make some enquiries and ring me back. After waiting some time I telephoned the police at Mr Ford's home town and suggested that, as they were anxious to catch the housebreaker, they might like to try what I had suggested.

I was told the CID had gone home and was asked to phone at 9 the following morning when they would be back. As it was now about 1 a.m. I retired feeling very frustrated. I woke at 6 on the Monday morning and it occurred to me that I might have had more help from the Railway Police than from the aged porter.

I telephoned the Railway Police, who had in fact heard from the police at Mr Ford's town but, having been told by them that the recorder was nearly a metre high, had only searched the large lockers. I asked if it was possible for them to look in the smaller ones but they told me there were hundreds of these. At 9 a.m. I phoned the CID as requested and said it was likely that the recorder was about to be sold in the area of the rail terminal and that from my knowledge of the area (I lived near there at one time) there were two shops that were likely to be tried. One a second hand shop that handled tape recorders and the other an audio dealer shop that advertised 'Highest prices paid for good quality equipment'.

I asked that I should contact my local police as the offence had been committed in their area.

I went to the local police station taking a Ferrograph Seven with me. I felt that if this was shown to the porters at the railway station and I remember seeing one like it the night before.

The policeman I spoke to did not show any interest in this idea, asked for another description of the man and told me the CID would call on me the following day.

Another friend came to visit me that evening and, after hearing my tale, told me was mad to sit and wait for the police to find the recorder, and that I should be scouring the shops looking for it myself. A sergeant from the CID came to interview me on the Tuesday, asked for yet another detailed description of the man, but declined to contact the shops I had suggested, on the grounds that we had no proof that the recorder was there.

I was able to get away at 4 p.m. Tuesday and drive to the station myself. I went to the first of the two shops that might have bought the Ferrograph and said I was looking for a high quality stereo recorder. I was offered a Cossor, but said I wanted a better one than that. I was told a Sony would be ready next week and a Ferrograph in about a month, but not before, as all recorders sold were checked by an engineer who was then away sick. I asked if the Ferrograph was a recent model and was told it was not the latest, so I thanked the assistant and left.

I then drove to the second shop which was closed but had a notice on the door saying 'Back in 5 minutes'. Through the glass door of the shop I could see a Ferrograph on the corner of the counter, and immediately had the feeling that I had found mine as I expected. When the salesman returned I went with him to look at the statements from both of us, and said they would have to take the recorder back to the (continued on page 20)
“Studio 80” amplifier

The “Studio 80” Power Amplifier has been produced to high performance standards for Studio and Laboratory applications.

Its proven characteristics puts it in a class beyond anything yet available in power, performance, and price, and is the ultimate in economic functional engineering design—Write for full details of guaranteed performance specification.

**POWER OUTPUT:** Max 80W into 8 ohm.

**POWER BANDWIDTH:** 5 Hz to 35 KHz at 80 W.

**FREQUENCY RESPONSE:**
- +6 dB - 10 Hz to 20 KHz.
- -5 dB

**TOTAL DISTORTION:** Less than 0.05 at 1 KHz.

**SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO:** Better than -95 dB below maximum output.

**POWER SUPPLY:** 100/120-200/250 A/C 50-60 Hz.

**FREQUENCY RESPONSE:**

**TOTAL DISTORTION:**

**POWER V. FREQUENCY**

**DISTORTION V. FREQUENCY**

**ALICE BUILDS QUIET MIXERS—**

Our new professional modular system will not improve our noise figures—but it will provide a desk that an engineer can operate more quickly and efficiently than ever before.

The illuminated routing matrix and linear controls give constant visual mode reference.

Write for details of the BD range.

Of course we still make a remarkably compact 6- or 8-channel stereo desk if you wish to make masters on a mixer 27 inches long!

**LEVEL CONTROL EQUIPMENT**

Superb Performance—moderate cost

**E800 Line/Channel Equaliser**

A versatile equaliser divided into three independently operating ranges. Each range has nine frequencies, any one of which may be selected to PEAK or DIP up to 20dB. The range covering the Mid-frequencies overlaps the ranges either side providing optional broad or sharp peaking. 12dB/octave LF filter and 6dB/octave HF Boost is also included. Noise—85dBm. Normal operating level—10 to +10dBm.

**also available**

F600 & F700 Compressor/Limiters.

**Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd.**

10 Lower Rd., Cookham Rise, Maidenhead, Berks.

Tel: Bourne End 22231 (STD. 06285-22231)
BEFORE starting on the remaining monitoring and checking circuits, three pieces of information for constructors. Firstly, by the time this article is published, the final production problems on printed circuit boards will have been overcome and all outstanding orders will be progressing normally with deliveries being two or three weeks from the receipt of an order.

I have received a few letters from users of the printed card querying small differences between the cards and the published circuits. In all cases the 'errors' are intentional and there is no difference in performance; changes have been made to simplify the circuits, or to make the layout of components on the board easier.

Finally, good news for people still having problems in obtaining the Fortiphone transformer. I have had a replacement designed by E. A. Sowter Ltd which is available ex-stock. It has the added advantage of being a better transformer in all respects, allowing an even better noise figure to be obtained from the microphone amplifier, and an even higher predistortion input to the line amplifier. The low frequency performance is considerably improved; in fact C2 (fig. 22) must be increased from 1 μF to 10 μF, 6 V tantalum. (By keeping C2 low, the AC feedback was reduced at low frequencies, producing a rise in low frequency amplifier gain to compensate for the drop caused by the input transformer.) The transformer ratio has been increased slightly to present a better impedance match to the silicon input transistor and this in turn raises the gain from 52 to 56 dB. Both these factors contribute to the better noise figure.

The size is slightly larger than the Fortiphone version, but it will still just fit the standard module. The printed circuit must be as close as possible to the front of the module, with the preset gain pot RV1 over the space provided on the card. Colour coding of the leads is identical and, apart from C2, no changes need be made to the circuit. A further bonus is that the small quantity prices are lower than for the Fortiphone and there is no minimum order charge.

A useful addition to any mixer is a calibration oscillator. This serves two purposes. Firstly, a short section of 1 kHz can be recorded at 0 VU or PPM 6 at the start of a tape to act as a reference level for subsequent editing or disc cutting—be sure to label the box NAB or DIN reference level (better still, 18.5 or 32 mV/mm) to avoid certain confusion by the studio receiving the tape! Secondly, if the oscillator works at 10 or 15 kHz, it can be used to check high frequency equalisation.

The original 1964 mixer design used a conventional twin-T feedback circuit; this suffered from a varying amplitude/frequency characteristic, and also from a fairly high distortion level. This new circuit avoids these disadvantages, and provides an elegant remarkably simple solution to many of the oscillator design problems. The circuit was originally published in Design Electronics (October 1970), and is the work of P. Howden and M. Ridgeway of Molins Machine Tool Ltd. Fig. 47 shows the circuit. It relies on the property of certain circuits to produce an output signal, inverted with respect to the input signal but with zero phase shift. It is easily shown that if, in such a network, the input and common terminals are interchanged, the output will give a voltage gain greater than unity. These are the necessary conditions for oscillation. If the circuit is redrawn, it will resolve into our old friend the twin-T network, in asymmetric form.

The output of the circuit is coupled to the input of the filter by an emitter follower, which provides the necessary power gain—no perpetual motion here! The gain of the feedback loop is stabilised by a 24 V 40 mA bulb, which passes an extremely low current—and hence does not light. It will, however, last for a very long time. Typical bulbs are the Post Office type, widely available.

The circuit is simple to set up. Resistor R is made variable in the first instance, and adjusted to give about 1 Volt RMS out of the circuit at Tr1 emitter. This can be done with the PPM (continued on page 20)
HIGH QUALITY MIXER CONTINUED

professional location recording engineers prefer to use earphones, since they maintain the earphones so clinical they show up the slightest errors—also the monitor conditions are always constant and the different monitoring rooms found on location do not colour the balance engineer's judgement. A quick survey of the high-quality earphones available shows that there are two main types in general use. One is a 15-ohm-per-earpiece version, which is intended as a substitute for the main speakers and, while being much more sensitive than the speakers, still requires a fairly large signal. The other types are smaller and lighter to wear, and in the order of 500 ohms each requiring a very small power indeed to drive them to full output.

For other frequencies, use the formula

\[ f = \frac{1}{2\pi RC} \]

where it is not possible to set up all the equipment or while a recording is attempted.

For those who have low impedance earphones, the circuit of Fig. 50 is more suitable. By using an output transformer, correct matching to 15 ohms can be realised and thus more power can be delivered to the load. The AKG phones need 2.5 mW typically, while low impedance phones need 60 mW for the same intensity at the ear. The first circuit, while having a very low output impedance, will not drive into a low impedance. The circuit used is very similar to those used in complementary-symmetry power amplifiers, with a single amplifying stage followed by the push-pull output pair.

Diodes D1, D2 and resistor R4 provide sufficient voltage drop between Tr2 and Tr3 bases to cause about 10 mA to flow in the output pair which reduces the cross-over distortion to low levels.

This circuit gives a good quality sound to the earphones, but to provide a top quality signal to low impedance earphones needs more power than this simple design can give. Using a small power amplifier taking its supply from the mixer would drain too much current from the power supply, and in such cases a separate amplifier must be used.

Component suppliers

- Microphone transformer, replacing MSC 1829: Sowter Type 3128, from E. A. Sowter Ltd, 7 Dedham Place, Ipswich, Suffolk.

Prices (Including post and packing) £1-25, £2.10

Printed circuit cards from the author, c/o Studio Sound, 303 Edgware Road, London W.2.

IMPRESSIONS CONTINUED

station with them, apologising to me that they could not let me take it back yet. This was fair enough as they did not know me from Adam and, as far as they or the shopkeeper were concerned, my tale could have been false. I pointed out that I didn't know them from Adam either, whereupon one of them produced his identity card.

That evening I had a telephone call from a slightly embarrassed sergeant who had learned that I had found the recorder by doing what he had declined to do. I am still helping the police to try and trace the men concerned and will be visiting them to look at photographs.

Meanwhile, if you have a valuable piece of equipment for sale and you are offered a cheque, don't rely on the purchaser's honesty. Insist on cash or hold the equipment until the cheque has been cleared.

There are sometimes recording situations where it is not possible to set up all the equipment and monitor loudspeakers in a room separate from the performers. For monitoring in these situations an earphone socket was provided. While earphones are certainly no substitute for good quality speakers, it is a case of something being better than nothing. 'Blind' recordings have a habit of going wrong. Many

There are sometimes recording situations where it is not possible to set up all the equipment and monitor loudspeakers in a room separate from the performers. For monitoring in these situations an earphone socket was provided. While earphones are certainly no substitute for good quality speakers, it is a case of something being better than nothing. 'Blind' recordings have a habit of going wrong. Many
It is fairly generally recognised that an image of colour slides can be enhanced by using a tape recorder to provide a sound commentary. This can be achieved very simply by deciding the order in which the slides are to be shown and writing a short script which is then recorded on tape. When the slides are shown, the tape recorder is set in motion and you can concentrate on changing the slides to synchronise with your spoken commentary.

If you already possess a reel-to-reel tape recorder and suitable automatic slide projector, then you are probably aware that suitable slide synchronisers exist. These work on the principle of recording a sound pulse on one track of the tape so that, when played back, the pulse activates a slide-change solenoid. The commentary is recorded on another track in the usual way.

To record and play back the synchronising pulses, the tape is run over the head of the synchroniser unit (usually in the form of a small box placed to the right of the recorder) and is then fed to the takeup spool.

We set out with the intention of producing a tape/slide presentation using a cassette recorder. We reasoned that, since we could not take the tape to the sync head, then the simplest solution involved taking the head to the tape. Once the basic problem of head size had been overcome, and with the adjustments described below, this proved very satisfactory.

The following equipment was used:
- Philips cassette recorder, Type EL 3302
- Philips slide synchroniser
- Kodak Carousel automatic slide projector

The recorder was first removed from its case and the erase head detached to make room for the new head. Connecting wires to the erase head were insulated with tape. The record button spring and nylon lever were then removed to clear space for the new head.

The lost erase facility is unimportant if new tapes are used for recording. It is also possible to buy a bulk eraser for clearing old tapes quite cheaply. In any event, since no part of the machine is damaged by this conversion, it can readily be converted back to its original state.

The head was then removed from the pillar on the synchronising unit. The head in its original state is far too big for the recorder, and was therefore removed from its metal casing. This was a simple matter since the head is only held in the casing by metal tags which can easily be bent back. A small portion of the head was filed away on each side until it fitted tightly between the two brass stands which normally support the erase head. Very little of the epoxy resin casing had to be removed to achieve this.

It is important to position the head correctly so that the top of the upper head is level with the top of the tape and just touches the tape in the play position. The upper track was used for the synchronising pulse as the lower track carries the commentary. To ensure the correct height of the head, sheet metal in the order of 3 mm thick was placed beneath it. A metal band was strapped over the head and screwed to the brass posts, thus holding the head securely.

The tape recorder case was then cut to accommodate the head. This involved removing the slide top just above the heads, pushing it firmly to the left and pulling it off. After a section had been cut from the case, a thin shaving was taken from the top of the slide. A small slot was cut in the case to clear the head terminals in the stop position. When the top is back in position, the small slot is the only visible evidence of any alteration to the tape recorder. The only other cut necessary was a recess in the deck of the case to clear the head when it is in the play position.

In our particular conversion we were not interested in using the machine to record as we had a second machine for this purpose. Therefore, for neatness, the wires from the new head were taken to the microphone socket, removing and insulating the white wire (see fig. 1). Wires could equally well have been taken to a new socket mounted on the case. The casing was then replaced.

The old connecting wires from the pillar of the synchronising unit were extended, led out of the bottom of the unit and connected to a three-pin DIN plug to join the head via the microphone socket of the recorder. It was now possible to use the synchroniser in accordance with the instruction sheet supplied with it.

The only other modification is to the tape cassette itself. As the new head projects forward slightly in the play position, it is necessary to cut the plastic back (fig. 2). This does not impair the playing of the cassette in any way and both tracks can be used for conventional recordings if required.
OPENED for business on November 2 1970, Command Studios occupy the former BBC premises known as Piccadilly One, 201 Piccadilly, where, so the story goes, Glenn Miller made his last ever recording. GPO land lines still run to Broadcasting House and in the physical structure of the studios can be seen the high standards of the Corporation's basic engineering.

Having seen so many studios making do with aged, improvised and ill-matched equipment, it was a pleasure to visit a concern where everything but the brickwork is new, matched and integrated. Much advanced thinking has gone into planning which provides almost infinite flexibility, even to the extent of being able to record a session on tape and on disc, and make a tape copy, all three simultaneously.

The premises extend from Piccadilly right through to Jermyn Street. Three studios are housed in the buildings, each with its own control room and each capable of operating independently or in any combination with the other two. Largest is Studio One occupying most of the floor area on Piccadilly level. This is big enough to hold a full symphony orchestra and has acoustics which can be varied from concert hall to very dry, the preferred decay time being 1.5 seconds. Forty tip-up theatre seats occupy one end of the studio and theatre-style spot lights and battens controlled from a Strand Electric dimmer panel are installed extra to normal studio lighting.

Control Room One looks out through a triple-glazed window over the studio from first floor level. Next door is Master Control housing all cable terminations, both audio and the fat 100-way cables which feed the control and selsyn relays on the 8/16 (24) track recorders. Here we find rack-mounted Hewlett-Packard static test gear, meters and switches monitoring the battery banks supplying pure DC to relays and control desks, a crystal controlled oscillator feeding a precise close-like A-tone into the studios for tuning up, a CCTV monitor screen, and a rack of 24 A360 Dolby units.

All three control rooms are acoustically, electrically and mechanically identical; the only difference is colour scheme. Each contains a 24 channel, 24 output control console custom built by Automated Processes Inc. of Farmingdale, New York, and based on IC components.

Miniature VU meters in each channel indicate level and a built in test tone generator provides line up tone for both console and recorders. Initial channel input level is adjusted by trimmer with the channel fader set at -12 dB and the channel VU meter peaking to +4 dBm (NAB standard). Four large VU meters to the engineers' left can be switched to read out any channel. Two of the VU's can be switched to read sum and difference levels when checking a stereo master tape for disc cutting or when recording MS stereo instead of XY stereo. An oscilloscope gives the recorded waveform pattern and metering is completed with a twin light-spot PPM. A comprehensive routing network feeds the 8/16 (24) track machine and two 1/2/4 track machines housed in a single console (one to each control room) complete with spare record/replay amplifiers, vari-speed device and power amplifiers. The small machines can be run in parallel for classical recordings.

The monitoring system comprises three independent miniature 24 channel mixers controlled by colour coded illuminated push buttons and rotary attenuators. Echo and other effects can be added to monitor signal without affecting recorded signal and it is standard practice at Command to monitor line out rather than use the popular but risky method of listening to line in.

Command's policy is to standardise on makes and types of equipment so all loudspeakers, even for talkback, are Altecos. All tape machines are Scully and all microphones AKG, the capacitor mikes phantom powered so any type of mike can safely be plugged in to the same socket. The most important factors when choosing equipment were considered to be performance, reliability and ease of servicing. Cost is to be worried about some other time for, if quality suffers because costs are cut, the chances of recouping the investment are correspondingly reduced.

Planning and installation has taken into account possible developments over the next three to five years. The most obvious is quadraphonics and the control consoles are fitted with four quadraphonic panning controls which can pan any combination of channels through 360°. In addition to the usual complement of four monitor speakers, two extra Altecos are provided, one in each rear corner of the control room. In fact, it was interesting to note at Command that everything comes in minimum groups of four channels.

Beneath Studio One, and isolated from it and each other, are Studios Two and Three on the Jermyn Street level.

Studio Two has quite a different character from the spaciousness of Studio One. Its proportions make it seem smaller than its 48 m², though it is large enough for a chamber orchestra. *Bread*, *Emerson Lake*, *Anno Domini* and the late lamented *Taste* have all rehearsed in this studio while construction work was concentrated on Studio One. During my visit the floor was a maze of cables...
creeping down from Master Control two floors above to feed Control Rooms Two and Three, and to enable any combination of Studios and Control Rooms to be linked and monitored over the CCTV channels. Throughout the building, AC cables are trunked at ceiling height and audio cables at floor level.

Between Studios Two and Three is an isolation booth which can be used by either or both studios and either control room, or by Studio One. It is large enough to be used as a small studio on its own.

Studio Three is different again. Still large by normal standards, it is the smallest of the three totalling only 37 m². Room enough for some 30 musicians. Two adjacent walls will have a total of six brick-built acoustically-treated isolated booths. The remaining floor area will remain clear. This is the studio for the heavies.

The fold back system (common to Studios One and Two) provides each performer with a pair of cans attached to a simple 4 x 4 mixer with left and right channel rotary attenuators which will, in Studio Three, be built in to the booth walls.

Tucked away beneath the pavement of Jermyn Street is a well-equipped workshop with pillar drill, lathe, engraving machine, and machine saw employed in making patch panel identity strips, engraved rack panels, foldback mixers, quadraphonic mike mounts and the elaborate disc cutting monitor system.

A large ventilating and filtration plant was inherited from the BBC. Two ducted fans serve one floor, moving filtered, warmed (or cooled), humidified air to and from control rooms and studios in ducts big enough to crawl through. The importance of this plant is much greater than to supply fresh clean air; temperature and humidity are vital influences on the performance of instrument and singer alike.

The rule at Command is that the engineer balancing the session should also cut the disc, thus overcoming the too regular complaint that the disc doesn't sound like the tape. Based on the Scully lathe fitted with a Westrex 3DII cutter head (the only one in Europe at the time of writing) the system is completely automatic—if the tape is properly prepared to international standards. If I have a criticism of the layout of the cutting channel, it would be the position of the rack mounted tape machine, perhaps too easily touched by the engineer's coat sleeve.

Will British studios ever decentralise from London? The Command staff didn't think so. They consider their unique position, literally a stone's throw from Piccadilly Circus to be a major advantage. Two take-over approaches from international record companies while the studios are still being equipped would seem to support their view.
MICROPHONES
& ACCESSORIES

Our range of microphones includes all types, ribbon, omnidirectional and cardioid, with or without switches, for hand or stand use. All microphones are manufactured in a special section of our works, under strictly controlled conditions with stringent test and inspection at every stage. Each and every microphone is individually tested both aurally and on Bruel & Kjøer visual and graphic recording test equipment for conformity to a prescribed performance. Accessories such as desk or floor stands, wind shields and parabolic reflectors are also well catered for.

Besides microphones every need of Public Address is met by a wide range of amplifiers, both mains and battery operated, mixers and ambiphonic units, loudspeakers and associated equipment, disc recorder amplifiers and cutter heads.

Send for comprehensive list of over 120 standard items to the firm who back you with SERVICE

This is not a misprint.

Brand new
EMITAPE
AT LESS THAN HALF PRICE
Polyester and PVC

For once in a lifetime an offer is made of this nature, you know the quality, you know the retail price, now read ours.

5½" 600' 8/-, 5³⁄₄" 900' 10/-, 7" 1200' 13/6
Also a few Long Play 5" 11/-, 5½" 15/-, 7" 18/-
Also SCOTCH BLACK, Long Play only 5" 11/-,
5½" 14/-, 7" 17/-

All of the above are guaranteed in every way possible.

CASSETTES C60s 7/- each, C90s 10/-, C120s 13/6
all cassettes supplied in presentation cases and first quality tape. All orders 2/6 p/p.

Order now while stocks last.

WALKERS
16 Woodthorpe Rd., Ashford, Middx.
Ash. 52136

AUDIO TEST
EQUIPMENT HIRE

BROADCAST, RECORDING and FILM
AUDIO SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS

T. B. TECHNICAL LTD.
38 HEREFORD ROAD, LONDON W.2
01-229 8054

MINIFLUX
MANUAL VOL I
A complete set of Laboratory Application Reports on the replay of audio magnetic recordings. Packed with hitherto unpublished information. Full constructional details are included for several high quality pre-amplifiers of advanced design as well as multi-channel integrated circuit modules. Each design step is thoroughly discussed and supported by detailed test measurements and calculations.

... contains a very full treatment of equalization Standards—the only detailed consideration of replay head magnetization that I have seen—the Manual is worthwhile on this score alone—a very worthwhile publication that gives answers to many important questions"—Studio Sound review Dec. 1970.

Price 32s 6d incl. U.K. postage.
Direct from the Publishers:
MINIFLUX ELECTRONICS LTD.
3 Hale Lane, London, N.W.7, ENGLAND
In a past article I described the different types of test tapes and their use in day to day alignment. I did not, however, discuss the various fault conditions which can arise and which can be best shown up by using test tapes.

The importance of demagnetising heads and cleaning the deck prior to using a test tape is self-evident. It is usually difficult to ascertain whether or not a particular test tape has been affected by continual use. I would here like to recommend test tapes made in the BASF pattern which incorporate repetition bands of frequencies. An explanation of their use might be helpful.

Since higher frequencies tend to be recorded more on the surface of the tape than lower frequencies (i.e. longer wavelengths), slight magging up of a tape usually causes an HF loss considerably more marked than any LF loss. It is usual on BASF test tapes for frequencies above 1 kHz to be repeated after the normal run at least once and in the case of some of their tapes up to three times. I have always made it a cast iron rule never under any circumstances to play more than the first repetition and if possible not even that. If at any time I suspect the test tape in any way, I always check the final bands of the first test frequency run with the repetition bands and in particular the last repetition run which should never be played other than for checking the earlier bands on the best available machine.

After some years of very careful use, I had occasion to check my own 38 cm/s tape and noticed the 16 kHz band 1 dB down, while the 18 kHz band was nearly 1.5 dB down — with respect to the final repetition band.

In another instance it was necessary to check the performance of 18 Tandberg 62X recorders used for tape duplication. Despite the careful demagnetising of each machine before testing, after all the machines had been tested for playback response the test tape made was rechecked and losses varying from 0.5 dB at 3 kHz up to 3 dB at 15 kHz were noticed on all bands with the exception of the final repetition bands. It will be seen, therefore, how important these repetition bands are. Furthermore some test tapes commence at the bass end first, others starting at high frequencies. Surprisingly BASF do not supply any repetition bands on their 9.5 cm/s test tapes, where the effect is most noticeable, though they used to charge the same as for a 38 cm/s test tape — £1.

The loss of extreme top on replay usually means that the replay head should be replaced, if this loss cannot be equalised. It should be noted that many replay amplifiers cut off above 16 kHz. Often a shelf up or down in mid and HF response is noticed. If this shelf seems to commence near the nominal turnover frequency of the replay time constant network, the actual time constant should be checked. I have found in emergencies an engineer has used a 20% tolerance component to replace a 5% one in a network, causing just such a shelf. An incorrect time constant can also lead to a dip of up to 1.5 dB in the region of 4 kHz, with a gradual rise up to say 15 kHz in an attempt to flatten this dip out by over-equalisation. This would be a typical symptom of an incorrect time constant.

It may have occurred to the reader that the DIN standard time constants for 19 and 38 cm/s are useful in that they allow a 19 cm/s test tape to be played double speed, thus becoming a 38 cm/s recorded test tape with all frequencies doubled. Playing back a test tape at double speed effectively shifts the time constant by an octave. This technique can be further extended to 76 cm/s, provided a characteristic of 17.5 μS is acceptable, the more usual one being 35 μS. I prefer 17.5 μS in that it allows double speed copying to be done, making 19 cm/s copies from 38 cm/s masters. When recording frequencies as high as 30 kHz a high bias frequency is advisable, theoretically in the order of 150 kHz or higher, thus avoiding third and fifth harmonic beats. Surprisingly successful results can nevertheless be obtained with an oscillator frequency as low as 100 kHz.

It may occasionally be necessary to use an NAB test tape to line up a DIN standard machine, and vice versa. A 38 cm/s NAB tape will have a shelf down in response of 3 dB from 10 kHz upwards, whereas its bass end played back on a DIN machine will show a boost of 3 dB at 50 kHz and approximately 5.5 dB at 30 kHz. Similarly a DIN 38 cm/s test tape played back on an NAB characteristic machine will show a 3 dB top boost at 10 kHz and above, and a 3 dB cut at 50 Hz. It is very much simpler to compensate for these differences by switching the time constant in the replay amplifier than by correcting it externally. It should be remembered that the time constant resistor should be altered, rather than the capacitor, thus not disturbing the 1 kHz level seriously on replay. Some recorders incorporate a variable resistor allowing the time constant to be changed at will.

Many machines now produced do not have adjustable replay equalisers, the best known example being the Revox 77. With replay heads having gaps of 3.5 μm, no top peaking on replay should be necessary at 19 cm/s. Revox replay heads having a gap of 2.5 μm, their replay response extends to at least 16 kHz at 9.5 cm/s, the only peaking used being introduced by resonating the replay head at the slower speed. It is sometimes desirable to ascertain the effective electrical gap of a head and an approximate value for this in the case of ferrite heads can be computed from the fact that, at 19 cm/s, a 4 μm head will be approximately 1.5 to 2 dB down at 18 kHz when the resonance of the head is damped and only the normal time constant equalisation is used. In this way I have proved that some ferrite heads, alleged to possess a gap of 3 to 4 μm, had effective gaps of up to 7.5 μm, it being quite difficult to find any with gaps below 4 μm.

I understand that BASF test tapes are available in up to 50 mm widths recorded across the entire tape. Ampex can supply tapes having the specified number of tracks independently recorded with guard bands in between each track to facilitate head height alignment, in addition to full-track tapes. It is utterly ridiculous that Customs and Excise should apply purchase tax to such tapes. They are test instruments, not prerecorded tapes for home entertainment! Because of this, BASF have to charge £16 for a test tape, of which nearly £5 is purchase tax.

Incidentally, Ampex charge £75 for a 25 mm test tape and £135 for a 50 mm. Their charge for a 6.25 mm test tape is £12 including tax.
Do not despise the humble cassette. True, there is little you can do to upgrade a cassette recorder that you cannot also do with greater benefit to a normal reel-to-reel machine. Low-noise tape, better amplifiers and Dolby B notwithstanding, the cassette tape recorder has only convenience to offer, nothing more. If I offend one or two makers by saying this—so be it. I am used to sticking my neck out.

Having said that, let me redress the balance by admitting that for several years I have used a Philips EL3300, now modified into 3301-plus, and have been very happy with its performance. My secretary uses it, in conjunction with a foot-switch, to read off dictation given on another cassette machine, the vastly superior Sony TC100, which has become my field machine and has never let me down. (We can't afford those snazzy office-type dictating machines—and besides, it gives me the chance to breathe down her neck occasionally while I change the batteries!)

The basic design of cassette recorders can be laid squarely at the door of Philips. Before they brought out the Compact Cassette, seven years ago, there had been several attempts to package a tape effectively. Our old friends at Garrard had a large magazine containing spools of 6.25 mm tape. I was concerned for longer than I care to remember in servicing Pamphonic and other equipment in pubs and supermarkets which made use of this quite reasonable device.

Economics sounded the deathknell, just as it eventually did for Grundig-Telefunken's 'DC International' design, using 3 mm tape at the non-standard speed of 5 cms. In my own opinion, again based on having serviced both designs, this latter method is far superior to the Philips. Certainly the mechanisms driving DCI tapes were more rugged, more stable, and very much more reliable.

Very many of the cassette models we meet nowadays (most of them, whatever the labels say, being Japanese) have been fashioned by a single specialist firm. One of my contacts names them as Nakamichi, but I am unable to confirm this. The notable exceptions to the rule are the American Wollensak model, which enjoys a high reputation, and of course Philips and Grundig, who are largely self-sufficient.

At the Olympia hi-fi jamboree, there were at least two cassette machines with a slightly different deck, the Harman Kardon CAD-5 and the Kellar. Any upgrading of the machinery was overshadowed by the inclusion of Dolby B circuitry. Your indefatigable scribe has acquired a CAD-5 (no, not the one that disappeared from the Lansing stand prior to the Audio Fair) and will have more to say about this later.

Our circuit (fig. 1) shows the second string of Philips machines, the EL3301A/15. It is very similar to the EL3300 which preceded it and, apart from transistor changes from AC129 to AC125, and one or two component changes, the circuit is substantially the same. We are not concerned here with styling. Facilities and connections, however, are important. I once came across a tape recorder user who had never, in three years, realised he had a monitoring facility on his machine, having never thought to push a certain switch while recording.

One of the major changes, which happened during the production run of the EL3301 but which reflects back to the earlier models, was replacement of the motor with a completely different type. Models thus changed were given the suffix "T". It is essential when talking about Philips models to quote the whole model number.

The snag for the user is the high cost of this change. Instead of a straight motor replacement, taking ten minutes and costing, say, a fiver, we now have a different motor of changed dimensions, a regulator board, a switch alteration, and nine steps to be observed.

The revised circuit of this portion of the machine is given in fig. 2. Actual changes to the main circuit are provision of a new motor, a control switch SK3, and the regulator panel enclosed in dotted lines.

Study of the circuit shows nothing outstanding, simply a 4 V DC motor in series with a controlled transistor across the normal DC supply. The transistor, TS9, acts as a variable resistor, the voltage change on the base of TS8 altering conductivity of the pair, which are directly coupled, and so controlling the potential applied to the motor, whose alteration in demand affects the TS8 base. The emitter voltage of TS8 is controlled by the two diodes.

By fitting a preset in the base bias circuit, we can limit the voltage at which the circuit operates. This is determined by the current drawn through R43/44 as the motor load alters (or the supply voltage, for that matter), reflected back as a voltage change to the TS8 base. When the motor is behaving, the circuit is inoperative.

Fitting is a bit of a fiddle. The motor has different dimensions and should come complete with a rubber spacer for the bottom of the motor well, to maintain correct level of belt run between motor and flywheel. This is essential. But the main part of the problem arises from the fitting of the panel and switch. Two holes have to be drilled to take the panel and these must be in the right position. This is under the place where the meter is sprung, so we first take off that mounting, enlarging the hole in the deck and the spring. The panel mounts by the flywheel; a little juggling will show the hole positions to be equidistant from the spring mounting hole we have just enlarged.

The switch is supplied with two plastics pips. These prevent correct mounting so we carefully chop them off. It should also be supplied with a new screw, as the original will no longer be suitable. The new screw is 12 mm long, 2 mm thread. Wiring up motor switch and panel is made easier by referring to the layout diagram in fig. 3. Note that one wire (the red from SK3 and pin 2 of the six-pin socket) has been deleted and instead a line is taken from this pin to the appropriate place on the printed panel. The grey and blue leads which were previously disconnected now go back as shown. I have marked in their colours on the main diagram to avoid confusion.
The Grundig TK147 is a hush-hush job

But that's just the start. This superior design also keeps the distortion level low and frequency response and dynamic range high, whatever the conditions, the composition or the volume of the recording. And how d'you like the sound of that? You can get superb stereo playback results by connecting it to a Grundig Stereogram or external stereo power amplifier and loudspeaker.

Wherever you look, you'll find clear evidence of Grundig's superb craftsmanship and attention to detail which results in a sound quality that is unmistakably better.

Listen to the hush-hush TK 147 soon - it's something to make a noise about. TK 147 - £96.4.0.
recording those mighty fairground organs

BY ERNEST WALKER

I CALLED at my local music shop for some batteries for a Uher portable tape recorder. Before leaving, Mr King, the manager of the department, asked if I intended entering a tape for the annual British Amateur Tape Recording Contest. I told him I did, but that the only idea which had so far occurred to me was to make a recording of some of the steam organs I anticipated would be coming with the Fair the following month. One of his colleagues, Peter Staner, an expert on organs of the electronic variety, told me it was very doubtful if there would be a single organ travelling with the Fair this year, they cost too much to operate and maintain, and that I should think of something else. Well I just had no other ideas: had he? He thought for a few moments, then asked: “Would you really like to record some fairground music?”. I replied that I most certainly would. Then he told me about a Mr Edward Hine of Shaftesbury, who owned a collection of old fairground organs. He could give me no details, and suggested I wrote and asked for an appointment. We looked in the telephone book for Mr Hine's address, but Shaftesbury subscribers were not included so I had to pay a visit to the post office and consult the appropriate directory.

On returning home, I wrote to Mr Hine, saying that I had been told of his collection of organs, and asking if he would allow me to record their music when next there was a demonstration. I also told him that with his permission I should like to enter recordings of some of the music for the BATR Contest.

By return of post I received a reply. Though he did not have any fixed dates for demonstrations, we finally fixed on October 15, which was a little less than a fortnight away.

Though I was reasonably certain there would be a mains supply of electricity available, I had no knowledge of the method used to operate the organs. It could be steam, compressed air or electricity. In case it turned out to be some strange and antiquated electric system which generated interference on the mains, I decided to take a Uher 4000S battery portable and Sony 777A. I cleaned and demagnetised the heads of both recorders, then gave the machines a short run to ensure they were in good order.

Came October 15. We left home at 1.30 p.m., expecting to be in Shaftesbury within the hour. My wife, who was accompanying us because she also was keen to see and hear the organs, was tucked safely in the back seat, together with both recorders and the two zippers. A loudspeaker was packed away in the boot of the car: this so that I could play back the recordings to Mr Hine and demonstrate, should it be necessary, the recording standard I could manage.

We arrived at Shaftesbury, known as the Saxon hill-top town of North Dorset, just before 3 o'clock. The house and its extensive grounds were on the outskirts of the town. We went up a driveway, then into what might have been a large car-park. But there were no cars, only some big pantechnicons. I began to wonder if we were at the right address.

Inside the building, right in front of us, stood the largest steam-traction engine I had ever seen. Its paint glistened, its brasswork glistened, and it gave the impression of having been delivered new from the engineering works that very morning. Apart from being used for haulage, it also drove a large dynamo which was fixed high up over the front of the boiler. An inscription plate indicated that the engine was built in 1922 by Burrells, of Thetford, Norfolk.

I looked around. Excepting that part occupied by the traction engine, the rest was taken up by three massive organs, each filling one side of the building. Their measurements were approximately 8 m long, 2 m wide, and 5 m high. Mr. Hine told me they were originally built for use in large dance halls on the Continent but that occasionally they could be seen at fairs. Certainly they are extremely handsome, and it seems a pity so few are still in existence.

No table was available so I put the Uher on
FAIRGROUND ORGANS CONTINUED

a chair close to the entrance. Then I glanced around for a suitable place for the microphone. As I thought it likely the music would be fairly loud, I decided to place the stand as far away from the organ as possible, so set it up about 2 m to one side of the recorder. After sliding in the mike, I plugged the headphones into the machine and did a brief test. Just as I decided all was in order and switched off, music from the organ suddenly blasted forth—and I mean blasted! I switched on again, but the sound was so loud that I could not monitor it through the earphones—it penetrated the thick rubber padding and completely drowned the signal from the recorder.

The organ was so erected that there was a space of about 60 cm between it and the wall. It was here the operator stood when attending to the mechanism. I walked along to Mr Hine and touched his arm. 'Can you turn it down a bit?' I shouted. He leaned towards me and shook his head. 'No, there is no volume control.' 'Well it's terribly loud!' I shouted. 'Can nothing at all be done about it?' 'Nothing,' he said, smiling. I shrugged my shoulders in despair, then went back to the recorder. Judging by the VU meter, the tape was not being over-cooked so I left the machine running.
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Ideal piece
The Swedish Rhapsody seemed an ideal piece of music to enter for the BATR Contest, so I asked Mr Hine if he would play it again. He agreed. The Swedish Rhapsody is not very different in style from the earlier models, superseded by contact connection in later models, which also have a better speaker unit.
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GENERAL-PURPOSE CCTV
Up to three remote cameras may be connected to the WV-4KN desk-top monitor developed by National. The system was conceived for general industrial supervision and requires no warm-up time. Dimensions of the monitor unit are 272 x 130 x 230 mm deep, camera size being 180 x 92 x 59 mm. Audio facilities may be added in the form of a VN-ISi intercom and the available accessories includes a remote panning unit, wide angle and telephoto lenses. Basic price of the 625 line random-interlace system is £250.

Manufacturer: Telelronics Ltd, 9 Connaught Street, London W.2.

LOW COST FADER
A low-cost slide potentiometer has been added to the Argo range of electronic components. Model AP100 has a 76 mm stroke and overall dimensions of 112 mm x 22 mm wide. Resistance range is between 100 ohms and 25 K with either JB calibrated log (as photo) or linear law (0 to 10 anodised aluminium scale). Long life and low noise are claimed.

Manufacturer: Argo Electronic Components Ltd, 54 Lemonfield Drive, Garston, Watford, Herts.

AUDIO TEST UNIT
The RTS1 tape recorder test unit announced by Ferrograph embodies a variable frequency audio generator, millivoltmeter, wow and flutter meter and distortion measuring network in a single 440 x 254 x 142 mm cabinet. The sine generator covers 15 Hz to 150 kHz in four ranges (+0.2 dB) with less than 0.025% 1 kHz distortion, 0.08% 100 Hz to 20 kHz. Maximum output level is +5.5 dBm into 600 ohm load, attenuated in six 10 dB steps with a 15 dB fine control. Millivoltmeter input impedance is 1 M (1 mV to 100 mV), 2 M (300 mV to 100 V). Eleven ranges rise in 10 dB steps from 1 mV to 100 V FSD.

Wow and flutter measurement employs a 3.15 kHz internal oscillator and is weighted to DIN 45 507. FSD ranges are 0.3% and 1% peak. The distortion section rejects any fundamental between 500 Hz and 1.5 kHz and includes an oscilloscope output connector. The RTS1 is mains powered (UK or US standard) and is supplied complete with an azimuth/response test tape.


PULSE COUNTERS
Two miniature pulse counters have been added to the range marketed by ITT, models E350 and E451. They are respectively three-digit and four-digit, push button zeroing and capable of up to 1 000 counts per minute. Conservative life estimation is 10 000 000 counts. Both counters can be supplied to suit 12 V, 24 V or 48 V DC or 100 V, 120 V or 240 V AC. Model E451 is illustrated.


L4 BATTERY UNIT
With EMI approval, K. J. Grinsell is now manufacturing a dry battery unit to suit the L4 portable tape recorder. This is identical in shape to the rechargeable battery originally supplied by EMI but incorporates 12 HP7 cells or their equivalent. The pack may be opened to fit replacement cells.

Manufacturer: K. J. Grinsell Productions, 180 Burbury Street, Lozells, Birmingham B9 1TR.
Special offers for Tape Recorder enthusiasts

TAPE RECORDERS AT BRITAIN'S BEST DISCOUNTS!

TAPE RECORDERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player/Recorder</th>
<th>List Price</th>
<th>Cash Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ferrograph 717</td>
<td>£100 10</td>
<td>£75 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrograph 701/704</td>
<td>£107 17</td>
<td>£80 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrograph 721/724</td>
<td>£243 10</td>
<td>£185 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grundig TK147</td>
<td>£90 19</td>
<td>£60 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grundig TK170L</td>
<td>£177 10</td>
<td>£156 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grundig TK1710L</td>
<td>£244 10</td>
<td>£207 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grundig TK1720L</td>
<td>£189 10</td>
<td>£158 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grundig TK1740L</td>
<td>£242 10</td>
<td>£203 13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 TRACK STEREO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recorder</th>
<th>List Price</th>
<th>Cash Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akai CR 80</td>
<td>£150 10</td>
<td>£120 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akai CR 800</td>
<td>£97 10</td>
<td>£68 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer TP 810S 8-track car stereo unit</td>
<td>£97 10</td>
<td>£68 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer TP 815S 8-track car stereo unit with FM stereo radio</td>
<td>£97 10</td>
<td>£68 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer HT 82 8-track stereo home unit, Record and Playback</td>
<td>£97 10</td>
<td>£68 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorola 8-track car stereo player</td>
<td>£97 10</td>
<td>£68 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telefunken TFX 510D</td>
<td>£248 10</td>
<td>£200 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crown CT270</td>
<td>£32 10</td>
<td>£24 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ferrograph Series 7

Available in mono or stereo, Ferrograph Tape Recorders incorporate an unrivalled range of facilities including two inputs per channel with independent mixing, independent tone controls, and signal level meters for each channel for playback and record. They are available in elegant hardwood or in vinyl case to suit any interior or requirement. For details and Cave's bargain prices, ask for data and the Ferrograph Series 7 demonstration. The equivalent of 2 LP records on a single tape, a frequency range of 20-20,000 Hz, a tape speed range of 1-3 IPM, a mounting system for seven inch spools, two microphone inputs, and a very attractive walnut finished case. List price £62 10 0. Cash price £52 15 0.

Grundig TK120

High quality sound recording without fuss is the key-note of the Grundig range. With concise easy to operate controls and at Cave's low prices a Grundig gives you real value for money. Compare our prices before you buy. Take these examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>List Price</th>
<th>Cash Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grundig TK120</td>
<td>£79 15</td>
<td>£56 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grundig TK149</td>
<td>£69 13</td>
<td>£45 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grundig TK146</td>
<td>£36 10</td>
<td>£25 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 Track Stereo Cassette Players and Recorders

Are now in stock at Caves and available for demonstration. The equivalent of 2 LP records playing time in full stereo is now possible even in your car. Find out more about these fascinating units. Ask for details and Cave's bargain prices.

Akai TAPE DECKS & RECORDERS

Prove for yourself the outstanding merits of the Akai 4000D. Having all the essential functional features, it also has many extras normally found on more expensive machines. The Akai 4000D, the full tape recorder version of the excellent deck adds playback amplifiers and a pair of fine built-in speakers for stereo monitoring or just listening. And the Akai 1710D is surely one of the best complete tape recorder buys on the market today, combining all the best features of Akai engineering and construction. The above three models and the whole Akai range are available from Caves at very low prices.

CAVE Top Discounts

5 BRIDGE STREET
RICHMOND
SURREY
Tel. 01-948 1441 up to 8pm

Demonstrations
Many systems and individual hi-fi units can be heard and compared at our showrooms

Please quote ref. Dept. SS/1
SONY TC630D
STereo
TAPE UNIT

MANUFACTURER’S SPECIFICATION (19 cm/s). Quarter-track stereo tape unit operating at 19, 9.5 and 4.75 cm/s. Wow and flutter: 0.09% RMS. Signal-to-noise-ratio: 52 dB. Frequency range: 20 Hz to 22 kHz (unspecified limits). Harmonic distortion: 1.2% at rated output. Inputs: 190 µV at 600 ohms (microphone), 60 mV at 100 K (auxiliary 1 and 1) 60 mV at 560 K (auxiliary 3). Outputs: 0.775 V at 100 K (line). Eight-ohm headphone socket. Oscillator frequency: 160 kHz. Dimensions: 480 x 400 x 200 mm. Weight: 11 kg. Price: £164 15s. Distributor: Sony UK Ltd, Pyrene House, Sunbury Cross, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex.

The Sony TC630D has fixed level outputs designed to feed an external control unit. The fixed gain also allows the VU meters to be switched to line output on play or monitor to measure the actual recording level on the tape. This facility is not often available on domestic machines.

The two slider controls between the meters are for left and right record level only. An input selector switch is placed below and slightly to the left of the sliders. To the left we find ‘echo’ and ‘Sound on sound’ controls, with microphone input jacks on the extreme left. The record keys are immediately above the microphone sockets. To the right of centre are the channel monitor keys which switch line, headphone and VU meters to input signal or tape output.

The power switch and noise reduction switch are placed to the right, in line with the meters. Tape control is by the now familiar Sony three-position rotary lever with a push button to convert the normal playing speed to fast forward wind.

A four-digit tape position counter is driven from the supply reel at one digit per revolution. Tape speeds were checked with a lightweight (continued on page 33)
SONY TC63D REVIEW CONTINUED

strobe wheel and found to be within 1% limits at all parts of an 18 cm reel of LP tape.

Fig. 1 shows the pen traces and RMS readings of total cumulative wow and flutter at 19 and 9.5 cm/s. The 20 and 10 kHz speed fluctuations proved to be due to the Idle wheel and not to the capstan sleeve as at first suspected. High frequency flutter is due to the inclusion of a 'scrape filter' or rotating tape guide between the capstan sleeve and the record head.

NAB test tapes were played at 19 and 9.5 cm/s to give the responses of fig. 2. These are within 2 dB limits from 40 Hz to 15 kHz and 10 kHz respectively. Unweighted system noise with no tape was 50 dB below 32 mM/mm reference tape playback level and —55 dB when weighted to the IEC 'A' characteristic.

Reference tape level was recorded with the VU meters at full scale. The measured total harmonic distortion at 1 kHz 32 mM/mm 19 cm/s was 1.5%. Bulk erase tape noise was —54 dB and peak recording level erased on the machine gave a weighted reading of —53 dB.

The record-play responses of fig. 3 at 20 dB below 32 mM/mm recording level are very satisfactory with 19 cm/s response within 2 dB limits from 40 Hz to 20 kHz and 9.5 cm/s within the same limits from 50 Hz to 11 kHz.

Comment

The above measurements show that the tape transport, frequency response and signal-to-noise ratios are adequate without being sensational, but the engineering is to a high standard and my impression is that the TC63D would maintain its measured performance for a long and useful life.

The controls have a satisfactory solid feel about them and the less frequently used knobs and switches come to hand when required without getting in the way of the day to day working controls. This is partly a matter of careful layout, but mainly a result of very clear labelling which also extends to the two side panels containing input, output and mains sockets, etc. A novel feature is the provision of a robust earth or 'ground' terminal so that the recorder can be firmly earthed to the main amplifier equipment to eliminate hum loops.

A. Tutnings

SOUNDTEX UNIMIXER
PORTABLE MIXING UNIT

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.

Four inputs, two-output stereo mixer accepting 50 or 200 ohm balanced microphones (switched impedance). Controls: Stereo pair faders feeding group fader, two spot microphone faders, each with pan potentiometer, all four channels feeding master fader. All faders rotary. Inputs: 30 mV at 20 to 60 ohms, 75 mV at 150 to 600 ohms. Signal-to-noise ratio: 55 dB for 20 kHz bandwidth and 70 mV at 30 ohms or 180 mV at 200 ohm input.

Distortion: less than 0.25% (40 dB above rated input, 1 kHz). Overload: greater than 45 dB above rated input. Frequency response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz: 0.5 dB, 200 ohm input. Outputs for rated inputs: 250 mV stereo, 125 mV mono, 100 mV pan. Output impedance: 1 K to feed 10 K load or greater. Output overload: 4.7 V RMS (5% distortion). Internal battery or external supply: 15 V DC, 25 mA. Price: £45. Manufacturer: Soundex Ltd, 18 Blenheim Road, London W.4.

A part from providing the necessary operating facilities, any professional or semi-professional microphone mixer must meet certain well defined requirements regarding harmonic distortion and noise.

Noise should be within a few dB of thermal noise at the source, and total harmonic distortion should be negligible at all practical input levels and line output requirements.

Fig. 1 shows the circuit of one of the four microphone amplifiers and one of the two line output amplifiers. The resistive mixing and pan pot elements work at such a level that they contribute little or no extra noise, harmonic distortion or changes in frequency response.

Responses were measured on all four channels, and at various settings of the controls, and found to be well within the specified —2.5 dB. Typical readings were —2 dB at 20 Hz and 20 kHz falling to —3 dB at 40 kHz.

Before starting harmonic distortion measurements, the inherent distortion of my B & K oscillator was measured directly on the harmonic distortion meter and found to be about 0.1% at 1 kHz. A 1 kHz one-octave band-pass filter reduced this low distortion to vanishing point, together with any low level noise or hum from the oscillator.

Distortion with 75 mV into the 200 ohm input, input set to 250 mV, could not be measured accurately as it was well below 0.1% (one meter division on my harmonic distortion meter).

Increasing the input signal by 40 dB (100:1) to 7.5 mV brought the total harmonic distortion to just 0.1%. The output level was maintained by using the main gain control at 250 mV input.

At 10 mV input, the distortion increased to 0.25%. At 20 mV input (48.5 dB above rated input) it rose to 2.0%.

As the output was fixed at 250 mV for all these tests, the above readings show the harmonic distortion and overload characteristic of the microphone amplifier only. Next, the input was set to 7.5 mV (0.1%) and the main gain control increased to measure the line amplifier overload. THD was 0.1% at 1 V output, 0.25% at 3 V and 0.5% at 4 V. Distortion increased sharply at 5 V output, indicating the onset of waveform clipping. Safe maximum RMS signal strength would thus be about 3 V to allow for battery rundown.

Signal-to-noise ratio can be measured in many ways, each one giving a different answer: unweighted using a quasi-RMS meter; unweighted using quasi-peak measuring instrument to DIN 45519; weighted to IEC 'A' curve to approximate to the ear's response at low listening levels; or weighted using filter and quasi-peak measuring meter in accordance with DIN 45405. It can also be expressed as a noise factor of so many dB above thermal noise.

I must also stress the obvious and state that it depends entirely on the signal level chosen for the test. The test signal suggested in the second line of the specification is 180 µV into the 1000 ohm microphone input of a 0.1% source. This is very realistic as it proves to be the average output from good quality 200 ohm moving-coil microphones for a sound pressure of 1 µB (140 µV for M2DI1 Sennheiser, 250 µV for Grampian DP).

As the third line of the specification is 180 µV 1 kHz signal and a low-noise, well screened 200 ohm resistor for the noise, the unweighted RMS/signal ratio was 50 dB and the IEC 'A' weighted s/n ratio was 55 dB.

The calculated thermal noise from the 200 ohm resistor at room temperature and with a bandwidth of 20 kHz is 0.25 µV or 58 dB below the test signal.

The measured unweighted signal-to-noise ratio is pessimistic, as the testing bandwidth is certainly wider than the specified 20 kHz. As the measured frequency response showed the 3 dB down point at 40 kHz, it would seem to be permissible to increase the ratio by 3 dB to allow for a reduction of the effective bandwidth to 20 kHz, giving a modified ratio of 53 dB. The IEC 'A' curve is already 3 dB down at 10 kHz so that no further improvement can be allowed.

A further complication is that the mixer noise differs significantly from pure thermal (white) noise. A one-octave analysis shows a 1 dB per octave rise with falling frequency compared with white noise, together with a sharp increase in very low noise below 100 Hz.

Thus the weighted RMS noise measurement would seem to be the most realistic at —55 dB, giving an effective noise factor of 3 dB.

A further advantage of accepting the IEC weighting is that it can be related to the sensitivity of the microphone to measure the 'daffiness' of the microphone-mixer combination as the minimum sound level which can just be heard above the noise. If we take the microphone sensitivity to be 180 µV at 200 ohms impedance for a sound level of 1 µB, or 74 dB above hearing threshold, then the unweighted noise will mask all sounds below 19 dB above threshold (74 dB minus 55 dB). As the noise is IEC weighted, the lower working limit can be expressed as 19 phons.

The internally generated noise of most pro-
Professional capacitor microphones is in the range 18 to 22 phons, so that the performance of the mixer with the average moving coil microphone is really excellent.

In the same way it can be shown that, with our average microphone, the mixer will show a total harmonic distortion of 2% for a sound level of 115 dB. The Soundex instruction sheets are careful to point out that high output microphones, such as some capacitor microphones with internal amplifiers, should be attenuated before feeding the mixer to avoid overload of the mixer preamplifiers.

Comment
I have limited this review to a discussion of the all-important signal-to-noise ratio and harmonic distortion measurements as a slightly improved version of the Unimixer 4S will shortly be the subject of an operational field test.

I was very impressed by the attention to detail, both in the construction and choice of components of the mixer itself and also in the preparation of the very comprehensive instruction sheets issued with the unit. These should be read carefully before putting the mixer into service.

A. Tutchings

BANG & OLUFSEN
STEREO RIBBON MICROPHONE

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION. Figure-eight stereo ribbon microphone, coaxial to 90°. Frequency response: 30 Hz to 13 kHz ±2 dB. Sensitivity: 85 dB below 1 V/μB. Bass attenuator and phase-change switches. Output: 200 ohms at 1 kHz via 3 m lead and five-pin DIN plug. Supplied in rosewood case with table stand. Price: £30 9s. Manufacturer: Bang & Olufsen A/S, Struer, Denmark. Distributor: Bang & Olufsen UK Division, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester.

This technical review should be read in conjunction with the Field Trial by John Fisher which appeared in the August 1970 issue. I am always interested to compare my objective measurements with the subjective impressions of a skilled observer, as it is well known that acoustic measuring techniques lack the extreme subtlety of the human ear.

In this case however we seem to agree very closely on the good and bad characteristics of this microphone.

Test equipment
A B & K sound level meter feeds a compressor circuit in a B & K sine/random noise generator to maintain a constant sound level at a point in space on the axis of a small sound source (Maxim speaker) within 1 dB over the range 20 Hz to 20 kHz. A B & K level recorder drives the generator at a constant sweep speed and at the same time records the output of the microphone under test on a paper chart. A pure sine wave or narrow band of white noise can be used. For these tests, in a well damped but not anechoic room, a 30 Hz band of white noise was used as the test signal to break up standing waves due to reflection from the room boundaries.
### PHILIPS PRO 12

The Philips PRO 12 first appeared in the UK in mid 1968, bridging the gap between the company's professional and domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the DIN 45511 standards laid down for studio equipment, domestic recorders. It is designed to the D...
Eight larger screws hold the main chassis cover and front panel for routine cleaning. Autostop retracts the mechanism completely. Crosstalk rather than maximum signal-to-noise ratio. Twisted logic here if the recorder is intended primarily for stereo, though it con-

Mechanical design
The deck and control panel surfaces are mainly of thin (i.e. flexible) metal. This is nothing to complain about as the surface carries no mechanical load. Control knobs, head path covers, and spool turntables are of metal DIN plugs with the recorder. Nominally, input/output levels are given in the specification. For studio applications, Philips can supply transformers to match true 600 ohm 0 dBm line input and output. Balanced transformers can also be added for 50 ohm (300 µV sensitivity) or 200/500 ohm (4000 µV) microphones.

Connections
If you can get on with DIN sockets, this is really your machine: it has 10. All but the headphone socket are located at the rear, when the recorder is horizontal. The one contact depending on the back tension from the reverse powered supply turntable. There are no pressure pads or pins but a substantial Mu-metal plate faces the play head. Both record and play heads are encased in 2 mm thick Mu-metal cans.

The play head shield is stuck to plastic foam, in turn glued to a bracket coupled to the pinch wheel arm. The pinch wheel and tape lifter mechanism is rather more complicated than usual, involving three different hinges to provide the insert facility. The heads are suspended from a single bracket and adjusting height, azimuth and forward angle, when necessary, should be quite easy. Record and play heads are of the 'butterfly' type for minimal crosstalk. Similarly the 1.7 mm record and play track spacing is aimed at minimal crosstalk rather than maximum signal-to-noise ratio. Twisted logic here if the recorder is intended primarily for stereo, though it conforms with the domestic standard.

Leaving the head gate, the tape passes over a fixed guide and round an autostop pin. The autostop retracts the mechanism completely. Removing the speed, cue and insert knobs, plus four Philips screws, frees the metal deck cover and front panel for routine cleaning. Eight larger screws hold the main chassis cover together as it tends to foul the pinch wheel when down.

Performance
Wow and flutter proved remarkably low, the PRO 12 being very steady even at 9.5 cm/s when reproducing sine tones. In this respect the recorder is superior at its lowest speed to many aged professional recorders still being used in less well-off studios at 38 cm/s. Modulation noise, dropout and distortion are not low enough to make 38 cm/s redundant, however, and one wonders why Philips didn't go the whole hog to 27 cm spools.

Mechanical running noise is low enough to permit same-room recording, thick rubber feet reducing the possible transmission of vibration to resonant benches or cabinets. This is an excellent form of protection which I would like to see in more common use.

Handling
Despite its rapid braking, the PRO 12 never snapped, tangled or noticeably stretched a tape during the several months it was used. The autostop functioned efficiently and there was no sign of vertical tape weave at the heads. The mechanical mode selectors were less pleasant to use than the similarly priced Revox and Ferrograph, requiring exceptional force and snapping down noisily. A plastic flap over the pinch wheel hinges down to simplify editing. If I owned a PRO 12, I would remove the cover altogether as it tends to foul the pinch wheel when down.

Conclusion
I concur with Terry's comment that the PRO 12 is an excellent machine except for the crashing solenoids which are reminiscent of 'snap, crackle and pop' domestics. Attention to the control design, an increase in spool capacity and tape speed, clearly labelled line-up presets and a more accessible head channel would make this a very fine recorder.

David Kirk
WHEN IN India many years ago, I was interested to note how many English words were incorporated in the local language. This is true nowadays, not only in the orient but in Europe as well. It seems that it is impossible to translate much present-day jargon into other languages. High Fidelity (USA) comments upon this, with a choice selection of borrowed words. From Germany probably the most generous borrower: "Habe ich jedoch den do-it-yourself fimmel. From Italy: Un nueva mid-range ad un nuevo tweter ed a nuove caratteriche del crossover. Aux jazzmen de l'ecole parkerienne probably refers Fragment to Charlie Parker. Dutchmen talk about hi-fi low-noise ontwikkeld and playback torwikten i soulmuzik. Even the English borrow. From the Welsh: switched-on Bach.

In America, you can, if you are loaded, choose between 22 different models of video recorder, ranging in price from $300 to $4,000. Ampex, Concord, Panasonic, Roberts and Sony market playback units, time-lapse recorders, colour recorders and battery-operated recorders. Tape speeds vary. The Concord VTR2000 has slow-motion facilities for £1,650, and Concord, Panasonic, Roberts and Sony make battery-portable models. The cheapest model, a real smash bargain, is only £300. It's the Sony CVR800. On the other hand, a contemporary American audio journal advertises the GBC Complete Videotape System, which employs a Sony-made helical recorder, operating on 12.5 mm tape, a 1.8 vidicon camera and a Sony 20 cm monitor/receiver. The 'regular' price of this lot is £625; the special offer reduces it to £250. Isn't it time that someone in this country thought on the same lines?


THE STEREOPHILE IS A NEAT LITTLE SMALL-CIRCULATION MAGAZINE PRODUCED IN WASHINGTON, USA. J. GORDON HOLT DESCRIBES HIMSELF AS 'EDITOR, PUBLISHER, STAFF WRITER, CHIEF TESTER AND DRUDGE'. MARY HOLT IS 'CIRCULATION MANAGER, ASSISTANT EDITOR, SPouse AND DRUDGE'. THE MAGAZINE IS PUBLISHED FOUR TIMES A YEAR AT A SUBSCRIPTION RATE OF APPROXIMATELY £2. IT IS, SO IT SAYS, 'PRINTED IN THE USA DESPITE TAXES AND INFLATION'. THIS IS THE GENERAL HUMOROUS TONE OF THE MAGAZINE WHICH IN NO WAY PUTS HUMOUR ABOVE TECHNICAL INFORMATION. THERE ARE REVIEWS OF AUDIO SHOWS AND TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT, LETTERS AND THINGS FOR SALE. NO ADVERTISEMENTS.

QUOTE ONE: Daily News, February 1923. 'The word selected by the Daily News as the prize-winner of their competition to suggest an alternative word to listener-in was broadcastee.' Other words suggested were radiolisten, auditor, hearer and Noah, the last being because they 'ark'.

QUOTE TWO: March 1923. 'An improved amplifier is claimed to have been invented which will amplify the tone of the wireless voice, but not its imperfections.' It would appear that very little progress has been made in the last 47 years!

COMMENT IN American High Fidelity FROM A READER WRITING TO THE EDITOR: '... AND WHY WOULD ANYONE WANT A 4-TRACK MACHINE, EVEN IF IT WERE AVAILABLE?' THE EDITOR POINTS OUT THAT IN EUROPE AND ENGLAND PEOPLE STILL LIKE TO HEAR HALF-TRACK STEREO ON HALF-TRACK MACHINES. ANYWAY, THE MAN MUST BE A NUT.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 4p per word, (minimum 99p), Box Nos. 15p extra. Trade rates 6p per word; minimum 60p, Box Nos. 10p extra. Copy and remittance for advertisements in the March 1977 issue must reach these offices by 17th DECEMBER 1976. Address: The Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, 105 High Street, High Wycombe, Bucks.

NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.

Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, High Street, High Wycombe, Bucks. C.R. 97A, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

SITUATIONS VACANT

ELECTRONIC VIDEO RECORDING

EVR is being jointly developed by a consortium of CIBA, the international chemical group, ICI and CBS of America; Ilford is a member of the CIBA group, and we now require the following additional staff for this project at Basildon in Essex.

SENIOR AUDIO ENGINEER

and

AUDIO ENGINEER

for the operation and maintenance of high quality magnetic and optical sound equipment.

A good theoretical knowledge and practical experience of audio recorders and reproduction is essential. Candidates should also have experience of interlock control, multiple track recording, frequency modulation, audio dubbing facilities, compression, expansion and frequency equalisation, equipment, measurement of distortion, wow and flutter and other parameters in an audio system. An appropriate qualification would be an advantage.

Applicants for the above positions must be prepared to work on shifts in due course. Commencing salaries will be in the range £1800 to £2000, according to qualifications and experience.

We operate a contributory pension scheme, life assurance and sickness schemes. Assistance will be given with relocation expenses where appropriate.

Applications, quoting reference YAZ 50, giving details of qualifications and career to date, should be addressed to The Personnel Manager, Ilford Limited, Christopher Martin Road, BASILDON, Essex.

FOR SALE—TRADE

UNIMIXER 4S

Mixing input for professionals in studio and on location. [8 stereo pair and 2 pan controlled mic.] Any input imp. 23-5000 ohms. 5/3 ratio greater than 65 dB with a 1000 Hz signal of 0.2 V at 200 ohms or 70 V at 30 ohms. Individual test certificate. Price £43. Further details:

SOUNDEX LTD.
16 Blenheim Road, London, W.4. Tel. 01-995 1661

If quality matters consult first our 75-page illustrated Hi-Fi catalogue with technical specifications (6/6). Members enjoy unbiased advisory service, preferential terms. Membership £15. Our associates also manufacture records from your own tapes, or record the Master at our studios (Steinway Grand). Bulk terms for copies, fund-raising. Please specify requirements. Audio Supply Association, 10 Blenheim Road, London, W.4.

FOR SALE—PRIVATE

E.M.I. Type RE301 Professional Rack mounted 4-track stereo tape recorder. 2 speeds 3.75 and 7.5 ip.s on 1/2" tape. Machine has five amplifiers and four heads. Built in monitor speaker and switchable meter. A superb machine in perfect working order. Price £160 o.n.o. S.A.E. for further details to Cutter, 58 Trent Boulevard, W. Bridgeford, Nottingham.

One pair KEF Concord Loudspeakers £65. One Trio AM/FM Tuner (TK 350T) £56. Tel. High Wycombe 24316.


Lancashire. Tandleorg, Ferrograph Tape Recorders, etc. Plus over 10,000 high fidelity systems. After-sales service. Holdings Photo-Audio Centre, 39-41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn BBA 2AF. Tel. 59959/6.

Bulk Erasers. Will erase up to 81in. tapes including cassettes, 42/6 each, postage 2/6. Clement Walth Ltd., Newcastle, Staffs.


Impex pre-amplifier model M.S.7. Stereo magnetic pickup pre-amplifier designed for use with the Ferrograph Series Seven recorders. This attractively cased unit is made in Britain giving the high standard of performance required for the Series Seven recorders.—Price £9. Details available from: Impex, P.O. Box 2BB, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE99 2BB.

Microphones, headphones accessories, discounts. Write for a quotation. Central Scotland Audio, 6a-12a, Canal Street, Fulkirk, Stirling.

FOR SALE—PRIVATE

LEE ELECTRONICS. The Tape Recorder and Hi-Fi Specialists wish to purchase good quality Tape and Hi-Fi equipment for cash. 400 Edgware Road, W.2. Phone PAD 5521.


STUDIO FACILITIES

EDEN STUDIOS LTD.

World’s getting around that the Studio’s having great success with its own recorded productions also has a particularly fine pressing and disc cutting service. Please write or phone for leaflet.

11 EDEN ST., KINGSTON, SURREY
01-546-5577

J & B Recordings. Tape to disc—lately high level disc cutting, all specialties. Mastering pressings, studio, mobile. 14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. MIT&Cham 9952.


mjb recording and transcription service

Vinyl pressings and acetate demodics. Limiting, compression and equalisation facilities; high dis- torsion cutting levels with feedback cutter heads. Booklets available.

10 LOWER ROAD, COOKHAM BEE, MAIDENHEAD, BERKS.
Tel. Bourne End 22821 Member A.P.R.S.

Pressing Specialists, stereo or mono discs manufactured from your own tapes. Mobile recording service. North Surrey Recording Co., 59 Hillfield Avenue, Morden, Surrey.

Comtoy Recording Service. Send your tape for transfer to disc to the people who care about quality. Full time disc recording engineers, using modern cutting techniques. Telephone Bracknell 4935. London Road, Binfield, Bracknell, Berkshire.

Your tapes to disc. 7in. 45—£110.00, 10in. L.P. £1.00, 12in. L.P.—£45.00. 4-day postal service. Masters and Vinylite pressings. Top professional quality. S.A.E. photo leaflet: Deroy Studios, High Bank, Hawk Street, Carnforth, Lancs.

Studio Sound Recording Studios. Recording and disc transcription service. Latest high-level cutting techniques. Mono and stereo records. Exceptional quality obtained from amateur recordings. Members A.P.R.S., 31-36 Hermag Road, Hitchin, Herts. Telephone Hitchin 4537.

Graham Clark Records. Tape to disc pressings. P. F. A. House, 12A Station Road, Addlestone, Weybridge, Surrey. Tel. Weybridge 45367.

In the centre of Birmingham you'll find Zella. Recording Studios, Custom Record Pressing, Mobile Recording Unit. Zella Records (B’ham) Ltd., 32 Bristol St., Birmingham 5. Tel. 021-622-2684.

WANTED


MILTCHAM 9952.

mjb
MISCELLANEOUS


Dictating and Audio Service Ltd., 5 Coptic Street, London, W.C.1 (near the British Museum). Telephone 636-6314/5. Authorised Service Agents. Grundig, Philips and other leading makes of Tape Recording equipment repaired to Manufacturers' standards by skilled staff using modern test equipment — audio generators, oscilloscopes, audio volt-meters, etc.

Repairs. Our modern service department equipped with the latest test equipment including a wow and flutter meter and multiplex stereo signal generator, is able to repair Hi-Fi and Tape Recording equipment to manufacturers' standards. Telesonic Ltd., 92 Tottenham Court Road, London. W.1. Tel. 01-387-7467. Highest cash prices for tape recorders. 9.30-5. Immediate quotations. 01-472-2185.

TAPE RECORDER HIRE

Ferrograph, Uher, etc. tape recorders for hire. Full details from Magnatape Hire Services, 191-193, Plashet Road, London, E.13. 01-472-2185/2110.

TAPE EXCHANGES

Try a new hobby for the New Year and use your Recorder every day of it! Particulars 4d. Worldwide Tapelalk, 35 The Gardens, Harrow.
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SCOTCH DYNARANGE

LOW-NOISE TAPE, BOXED, BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED. (List) OUR PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>For 1</th>
<th>3 or more</th>
<th>p. and p. 1/ - per reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7&quot; L/P (1800')</td>
<td>(60/-)</td>
<td>42/6</td>
<td>32/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7&quot; S/P (1200')</td>
<td>(43/6)</td>
<td>31/-</td>
<td>15/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNARANGE CASSETTES (p. and p. 6d. per cassette)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C120 (2 hours)</td>
<td>(30/6)</td>
<td>21/-</td>
<td>20/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C90 (1 1/2 hours)</td>
<td>(20/6)</td>
<td>16/-</td>
<td>15/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Order from: SWM STUDIOS (TAPE), 32/34 Clerkenwell Road, London E.C.I. Telephone 01-253-6294

STARMAN TAPES, 421 Staines Road, Bedfont, Middlesex

keePin Touch with
STUDIO SOUND
EVEry Month 3'

Place a regular order with your Newsagent or take advantage of a POST FREE Annual Subscription see order form on page 40 this issue

едер жяу

hi-fi news

INCORPORATING record review

First choice of the hi-fi enthusiast — and for good reasons. Hi-Fi News presents fair and authoritative assessments of equipment, a variety of articles of general audio interest and a generous section of record reviews covering classical, light and pop. There are reports from Gramophone Societies and letters from readers.

If you are interested in better sound reproduction, read Hi-Fi News incorporating Record Review. Order a regular copy, and avoid disappointment.

DECEMBER ISSUE  Report on the Audio & Music Fair  Survey of outstanding recent recordings  The Beethoven Year summed up OUT NOW 3/6 [17½p]
New compact versatile design by Neve styled to the needs of modern studios

The Neve BCM 10/2 marks a new departure into the field of sophisticated audio control. It embodies ten full mixing input channels and two output groups and is conveniently transportable.

Facilities are included for echo, studio foldback and talkback communication, stereo monitoring, cueing and D.J. "combo" working.

All signal inputs and outputs are on XLR connectors at the rear. Thus the BCM 10/2 provides for every possible requirement within its class. It is competitively priced and available for quick delivery. Full specifications will be sent gladly on request.

Telephone 076 386 776 (Ten lines) Telex 81381